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Tb Average time between events

Ur Velocity of vortex ring in streamwise direction
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u,v,w Velocity components in x,y, and z-direction

uT Friction velocity, I (vau/ay)

S Stokes' layer thickness

CVorticity

T Shear stress

Y Shear strain

y / 2,jvt

Kinematic viscosity

9 Momentum thickness

a Partial derivative

I" Circulation

E Grid spacing

Finite interval

A Wavelength

o + Non-dimensional by wall layer unit, v/ut.

t Non-dimensional time, t(Uw/Do)

W * Non-dimensional vorticity, w(6/Uw)

(au/ay)* Non-dimensional au/ay, (8u/ay)(6 /U w )
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1. INTRODUCTION

Progress this year has centered around further understanding of the turbulence

production process model and ways to quantify the various contributions of streaks,

hairpins and rings as the wall interaction takes place. Although state of the art hot-wire

anemometry such as Foss' vorticity probe (see Foss 1984) and Wallace's nine-wire

probe (see Wallace 1986) have made it possible to acquire one point vorticity

measurements; these techniques cannot help us to understand rapidly evolving

structures since they all must invoke the Taylor's hypothesis. Recently, Lang's (1985)

four-spot LDA technique eliminated the intrusive problem, and, in principle, the need

for Taylor's hypothesis and an appreciable mean velocity component. However, this

technique still yields single, single component vorticity measurements. For many flow

problems, it is desirable to obtain simultaneous multi-point measurements. These

include understanding the coherent motions in many turbulent and unsteady flows, and

the study of mixing in internal combustion engines. Furthermore, quantitative

Lagrangian information cannot be obtained by these techniques. Thus, we cannot

determine the lifecycle of the turbulent events. It is therefore necesssary to develop a

technique which is able to provide the flow field information simultaneously over a

region to accelerate progress in understanding turbulence. Laser Induced

Photochemical Anemometry (LIPA) is considered a most promising technique to meet

our need for the fluid dynamics measurement because :t is a visual, non-intrusive, and

quantitative technique. which is simple to set up and calibrate.

An immportant part of the current years effort has been to demonstrate LIPA

as a powerful tool in turbulent and unsteady flow problems and use it to extend our
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understanding of turbulence production and modification in boundary layers. It is

hoped that the information gained will lead to a rational basis for boundary layer

control. Thus, this study is a combination of both the technical development of LIPA

and its application towards understanding the basic physics of the bursting process in

turbulent boundary layer flows.

In section 2 the LIPA technique, a non-intrusive technique, will be discussed.

This technique was first developed by Hummel and his co-workers (1967). With the

advent of high powered excimer lasers, use of highly efficient photochemicals, and new

optical designs, we are able to obtain important fluid quantities such as velocity and

vorticity over a two-dimensional domain of a complicated fluid flow. In section 3, we

further analysis the dynamics of the vortex ring/wall interaction model of the

turbulence production process. Based upon the research which has been carried out by

Falco (1974, 1977, 1979, 1980 and 1983), Lovett (1982), and Signor (1982), it has been

shown that the turbulence production mechanism near a wall is closely related to the

formation and evolution of a localized flow module which is created in the wall region

of a turbulent boundary layer as the result of the interactions of vortex-ring-like eddies

with the viscous sublayer. This model successfully simulates the turbulence production

process and provides all visual features observed in the wall region of a turbulent

boundary layer such as pocket (Falco 1979), a pair of low speed streaks (Runstadler et

al. 1963, Offen and Kline 1975, Oldaker and Tiederman 1977, Smith 1978, Falco 1980)

with the spacing about 100 wall layer units, and hairpin liftup (Falco 1982, Acarlar and

Smith 1984). It also reveals the vortical motions associated with the streaky structure.

To quantffY the fluid quantities in such a complicated three-dimensional unsteady flow,

we apply the LIPA technique. We make use of LIPA measurements of vorticity and

velocity in a Stokes' layer in order to demonstrate the accuracy of the LIPA technique.
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The ability of this technique is revealed by the measurements of vortex ring flows.

Measurements of the vortex ring/moving wall interaction in section 4 reveal many

details of the vortex ring/moving wall interaction model and shed new light on how

production takes place in the bursting process in the boundary layer flows. The first

measurements of streamwise vorticity and the evolution of streamwise vorticity and

Reynolds stress associated with streaks, hairpins and pockets are presented. These

results shows that the streamwise vorticity and Reynolds stress component in cross-

stream planes associated with the pocket vortices completely dominates the interaction.

Their values in the hairpins are much lower. The streamwise vorticity associated with

the stable long streamwise vortices is negligible.

2. LASER INDUCED PHOTOCHEMICAL ANEMOMETRY (LIPA)

2.1. Introduction

Hummel and his co-workers (1967) first exploited the phenomena of

photochromism (Brown 1971). Photochromism is attributed to atoms or molecules

which are stable or metastable in two states and which possess different molecular or

electronic configurations; i.e., having distinguishably different absorption spectra.

Certain external excitations can cause the atoms to shift between the two states.

Discovering this fact, Popovich and Hummel (1967) and Seely et al. (1975) used a single

line of uv radiation to excite an organic liquid in which a certain amount of

photochromic chemical had been dissolved. They were able to follow the discolored

time line and measure one component of velocity in flows with one predominant

direction of motion. Today, with the advent of highly powered uv lasers, advanced

optical designs and new chemicals, we are able to extend this technique to more

complicated flows.

3
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2.1.1. Photochromic chemical, light source and working fluid

The chemical used in this study was Kodak 1,3-Trimethyl-8-nitrospiro[2-H-1-

benzopyran-2,2'-indoline]. Fig. 2.1 shows the associated absorption and emission

spectrum of this chemical. We excited it at 351nm using pulses of 20ns duration

produced by a Tachisto Excimer laser running on XeF with approximately 100 mj

output and repetition rate being adjustable from 0.1 to 100 Hz. The laser beam was 3 x

20 mm at the exit and had a divergence of 6 mrad half angle. The chemical was

dissolved in the working fluid, kerosene; we found that when the chemical was excited,

it reflected blue light for a certain period of time which depended on the power of the

excitation and the concentration of the chemical. Generally speaking, higher laser

intensity results in a longer trace length and a darker trace color; higher chemical

concentration results in a shorter trace length, a longer trace lifetime and also a darker

trace color. For each experiment we controlled the concentration of the chemical to let

the fluid be tagged long enough to move appreciably, so that we could obtain the

required information. Usually, the concentration of the chemical ranged between 5 to

15 ppm. Since the working fluid had a low electrical conductivity, 5 ppm of anti-static

agent, Shell-Sol 71, was added to increase the conductivity of the kerosene to avoid

building up an electrostatic charge. The addition of the anti-static agent also increased

the polarity of the testing fluid, and thus the equilibrium between the two molecular

states was shifted toward the colored side. Therefore, the lifetime of the photochromic

traces increased with the concentration of the anti-static agent. In principle, for the

velocities of our experiments, we needed to follow the photochromic lines for only a

fraction of a second to obtain the required information.

2.2. Technical details

In practice, we need only to follow one visual photochromic time line to obtain
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one velocity component in the flows with one pre;orninant flow direction, and also to

obtain the velocity gradient within the viscous sublayer of a turbulent boundary.

However, to measure two components of the velocity in a flow using the visualization,

we must tag and follow specific fluid particles. The simplest way to do this is to have

two photochromic lines intersect. That intersection defines a point in the flow which we

can follow. To measure a spatial gradient, we must simultaneously mark two points in

the flow. In addition, we need several points and must use interpolation to measure a

spatial gradient in a prescribed direction. Thus, creation of a grid of marked

intersecting fluid lines would allow us to simultaneously measure velocities and

gradients in the plane on which the grid is generated. Furthermore, by integrating the

velocity component along each grid box we are able to obtain instantaneous circulation

and vorticity distribution in the plane of the recording media. Accordingly, we catalog

the applications into two groups: single tracer technique and grid tracing technique. All

the technical details and the applications of these techniques are given below.

2.2.1. Optical setup

2.2.1.1. Single tracer technique

Liang (1984) applied this technique to study the spatial growth of a Stokes' layer.

For some applications, we need only one photochromic line to define the velocity

gradient au/8y on the wall in a turbulent boundary layer and the velocity profiles in the

unsteady flows with one predominant flow direction. However, due to the rectangular

shaped cross-section of the laser beam, it depends on the local flow conditions and t0e

orientation of the laser beam to get the best quality of the photochromic time line . For

example, if we would like to obtain the velocity distribution of a two-dimensional

boundary layer, the photochromic time line shown in Fig. 2.2 (a) will, of course, result

in a higher resolution image than that shown in Fig. 2.2 (b). In other cases, such as
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measuring the mean velocity distribution in the spanwise direction of the same flow

field, the orientation of the laser beam shown in Fig. 2.3 (a) will result in a better image

than that shown in Fig. 2.3 (b), even though the photochromic time line is less dense in

color; however, its reduced sensitivity to the local shear force of the flow will keep the

photochromic time line itself from smearing.

Fig. 2.4 shows the experimental configuration for one of the laser beam

orientations. The convex lens was a fused silica lens, 38.2 mm in diameter, 500 mm in

focal length, and with a transmission higher than 90% at 351 nm wavelength. The lens

thinned the laser beam from 20 x 7 mm down to 0.056 x 0.160 mm at the focal point.

Fig. 2.5 shows the divergence characters of the laser beam after a F-500mm convex

lens.

2.21.2. Grid tracing technique

To enable us to measure important fluid quantities over a two-dimensional

domain of a fluid flow, we have generalized the technique to uniquely tag specific

points in the flow on a specific grid which can be used to obtain two velocity

c mponents and the spatial gradients of these components at a large number of points

in a flow field.

We sought a method of dividing a laser beam into 'n' beams where 'n' would be

10, using a static device. In doing so, we sought to lose as little light as possible. Thus, a

special divider was designed by Prof. Falco, which appears as an oversized blazed

reflecting grating; the step size 'a' is approximately 2 mm. The incident laser beam was

directed at a shallow angle (15 degrees) to the plane of the grating. Because the facets

are so much larger than a wavelength of light, we expected to primarily see specular

reflection. The separation of the specularly reflected portions of the beam was
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determined by the difference of the angle of incidence and the blaze angle, and the

grating step width and spacing as shown in Fig. 2.6. A photo of the actual beam divider

is shown in Fig. 2.7. It was fabricated by individually fixing aluminum coated mirrors to

a machined base. Apart from diffraction effects, no incident laser energy would be lost.

As expected, diffraction effects were exhibited in a far-field case, that is, Fraunhofer

diffraction (see Hecht and Zajac). A photo of the output of the beam divider using a

Helium Neon laser is shown in Fig. 2.8. We can see the specularly reflected beams and

the superimposed diffraction pattern. When experiments were performed with the

Excimer laser at 351 rn in the near-field, the diffraction pattern was not observed

(Fresnel diffraction). For all experiments using the photochromic grid tracing

technique, we have to make sure to locate the test area away from the effect of far-field

diffraction.

Fig. 2.9 presents a schematic representation of the optical setup for making a

grid in Fig. 2.10 (a). The beam splitter is made by Newport Co. and designed for 351 nm

wavelength. Again, the focal length of the convex lens is 500 mm. Note that the

orientation of the laser beam is also based upon the same principle mentioned in the

previous section. The arrangement of the optical set for different flow measurements

will be discussed in Chapter 4.

2.3. Algorithms to obtain fluid dynamic quantities

2.3.1. Single tracer technique

The technique to measure the velocity component by a single incident beam

path is to measure the displacement between two tracers along the mean flow direction

and to divide this distance by the time interval between the two tracers. (The time

interval is the reciprocal value of the laser pulsing rate.) Fig. 2.11 shows one example of
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wall shear stress measurement in the turbulent channel flow where t1 and t2 represent

two instantaneous photochromic tracers in the near wall region. We choose Yo within

the sublayer and measure the distance between t1 and t2 which is As; we know the time

interval At between two tracers, then the velocity V will be As/At at Yo; furthermore, the

velocity gradient at the wall can be approximated as V/y 0 . This procedure can be used

to calculate the displacement, velocity, and the velocity gradient.

2.3.2. Grid tracing technique

The two photos in Fig. 2.10 show the grid generated by the optical configuration

shown in Fig. 2.9, which are 0.4 seconds apart, taken by a still camera with a motor

drive. The mesh size is the order of 1 mm. From the distortion of the grid in Fig. 2.10

(b) in comparison to the one in Fig.2.10 (a), (one laser pulse, two photos with At apart)

we can calculate all the kinematic quantities of the flow in the plane of the film. Note

that, in practice, we would not use a second image which has distorted as much as Fig.

2.10 (b); this is only used to illustrate the procedure.

For convenience, we choose any one 'grid box' in Fig. 2.10 (a) which, if the mesh

size is small enough, can be thought as of as a textbook 'fluid particle' in a flow at time t

= 0. This fluid particle is shown using solid lines in Fig. 2.12 (a). As this particle moves

with the flow, it may undergo several motions such as translation, rotation, and

deformation. The dashed lines in Fig. 2.12 (a) show the same fluid particle after a short

time interval, At. Because we know the history of this specific fluid particle, we can

compute the velocity of each corner by taking the time derivative of displacement As

associated with each point, that is, As/At. The deduction procedures are shown in Fig.

2.12 (b). Note that V is designated as the velocity at point I which is then positioned at

the midpoint between point 1' and point 1". Fig. 2.13 shows the velocity vectors deduced

from Fig. 2.13. Actually, a fluid particle moving in a geneial three-dimensional flow

8
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field may have motions about all three coordinate axes; however, we limit the

discussion to the projection of this motion onto the plane of the photos which is parallel

to the initial plane of the grid.

To obtain velocity gradients, vorticity, and strain rates from the velocities, we

must differentiate across the distance of a grid box. Thus, for a given flow, the grid mesh

must be small enough to resolve the smallest scales of motion.

An alternative method can be used if we are interested in the vorticity. Using the

definition of the circulation F,

r = fcV.ds (1)

and Gauss' theorem to relate the surface integral to an area integral,

r = ffAowdA (2)

we can obtain the vorticity component normal to the film plane, Wz, from a grid

box of arbitrary shape, with circumference C and area A. The velocity component V * ds
in Eq.(1) is estimated by forming the average of the comer velocity components (see
Fig. 2.13). The dividing of F in eq.(2) by the area of the grid box results in the average

vorticity at the centroid of this fluid particle. This approach has the advantages of

avoiding a second differentiation (i.e. the differentiation of V with respect to x or y) of

the experimental data.

Thus, by following the distortions of a single grid box we can obtain the

velocities, circulation, vorticity and even the Reynolds stress and strain rates, if desired,

over that small area. By doing this for the other grid mesh points, we can obtain the

important fluid dynamic quantities at many locations over a two-dimensional field in a

fluid flow simultaneously.

2.4. Calibration and error analysis

9
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The calibration of this technique depends only on a time and a length scale. In

principle, we need only to have a known length scale on the film and the time interval

between two films, so we are able to calculate displacement, velocity, and etc.

As far as the designated accuracy of the grid tracing technique is concerned, let

us consider the grid box in Fig. 2.10 (a). Let us assume that the grid mesh is spaced c

and that a worse case line movement between images is 1/2 the mesh width. After time

At, standard analysis (see Taylor 1972 as well as Falco and Chu 1987) shows that the

uncertainty in estimating the vorticity z is

6WDz = (1/At)(6C/E)

to first order in c. The details of this analysis are shown in Appendix A. As an

example of the designed accuracy of our experiments, if we produce 100 jum lines on a

grid of mesh of I mm, and our error in reading the center of the lines is 10%, we obtain

6 le = 0.01. For At = 0.01 sec, the uncertainty in the measurement is 1/sec. This is

better than has been possible with a hot-wire probe, and is comparable with the most

sophisticated four-spot laser doppler measurements (see Lang 1985).

2.5. Summary and comments

1. A non-intrusive, visual, and quantitative technique has been developed, by

which we are able to measure the instantaneous fluid dynamic quantities such as

velocity, vorticity, and circulation over a two-dimensional domain of a fluid flow.

2. The vorticity obtained by the photochromic grid tracing technique is the

average vorticity of a small area instead of the true vorticity at one point because

vorticity is a point function. All the measured vorticity mentioned in section 4 will

represent the average vorticity of each small grid box. The direction of the average

10
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vorticitv is normal to the image plane.

3. The calibration depends only on a time and a length scale.

4. Analytically, the designed accuracy is better than that with hot-wire probes,

and is comparable with the most sophisticated four-spot LDA measurement.

5. The algorithms of obtaining fluid dynamic quantities involves the linear

approximation. Thus, the distortion of the photochromic time line cannot be too much;

usually we keep the edges of each grid box as straight as possible.

6. The ability and accuracy of this technique and the possible human errors will

be tested and discussed in following sections through the all applications in this study.

7. Further discussion and comments and improvements will be in section 4 & 5.
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3. NEW UNDERSTANDING OF THE INTERACTION ASSOCIATED WITH
TURBULENCE PRODUCTION: A VORTEX RING/MOVING WALL INTERACTION
MODEL OF THE TURBULENCE PRODUCTION MECHANISM NEAR A WALL

3.1. Introduction

There is a need to construct both experimental and numerical simulations of the

turbulence production process near walls, because of the difficulty of isolating

mechanisms when experiments are conducted in the boundary flows. A good simulation

must embody the essential features of the production process. Several investigators

(Kline et al. 1967, Corino and Brodkey 1969, Offen and Kline 1975, Falco 1978, 1979,

1980, Smith 1978) have presented some possible mechanisms which are responsible for

the production process in the near wall region of boundary layer flows. In this section

we present a moderately extensive review of the important structural features

associated with the wall region events as well as the new boundary layer observations

observed in Turbulence Structure Laboratory, Michigan State University (Falco, Lovett,

and Signor), that helps complete the picture of structural feature interactions. Then we

present the vortex ring/moving wall simulation experiments that model all of the

important properties.

3.1.1. A review of the important structural features associated with the wall region
events in boundary layer flows

Turbulent boundary layer structure that should be modeled includes the long

streaks (Runstadler et al. 1963), the pockets (Falco 1980a, 1980b), the hairpins (Falco

1982, Acarlar and Smith 1984), the Typical eddies (Falco 1977, 1983), and coherent

regions of streamwise vorticity and/or streamwise vortices. Basically, these structural
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features have been shown to be associated with the production process, but the

formation of the structures and the interactions are not completely understood. A

number of inve- igators have studied the formation of low speed streaks. Oldaker and

Tiederman (1977) observed that a pair of low speed streaks formed as a result of the

response to what appeared to be a sequence of local high speed outer region eddies

interacting with the wall and aligned along a streamwise direction. The path left by the

outer region disturbances clearly formed a high speed streak. Falco (1980a) observed

the formation of low speed streaks in pairs by a similar mechanism. Although low speed

streaks are often observed to exist singly, care must be taken when interpreting low

speed streak formation, because once formed the low speed streaks can persist for very

long times (Smith and Metzler 1983), and the undisturbed passive dye marked region

will simply convect into the observation zone.

Since the mid fifties, it has been suggested that long counter rotating streamwise

vortices exist in the wall region and that pairs of these vortices produce a gathering of

wall layer dye between them that we see as the low speed streaks. A high speed streak

would be the result of high speed fluid being induced towards the wall between a pair of

these streamwise vortices rotating the other way. A number of authors have suggested

causes for these streamwise vortices. Currently, the most popular suggestion is that

they are the 'legs' of hairpin vortices that are also observed in the wall region.

However, as Acarlar and Smith (1984) have pointed out, it is very hard to understand

how the hairpin legs could extend upstream as far as would be necessary to produce

streaks of length x+ = 0(1000). Thus, there is still no experimental evidence

supporting the various rational physical hypotheses describing the formation of long

streaks.

Another feature of the wall region structure is the frequent rearrangement of

13



marker that moves it away from a local region, leaving a scoured 'pocket' of low marker

concentration. Fig. 3.1 shows two pockets as seen in a layer of smoke marked sublayer

fluid. Pockets are footprints of outer region motions that interact with the wall. Falco

(1980a) showed that they start out as a movement of wall layer fluid away from a

location as a high speed outer region eddy (a typical eddy, discussed below) nears the

wall. The interaction results in the footprint opening up into a developed pocket shape.

Fluid is seen to lift-up from the downstream end of the pocket, and take on the

characteristics of a hairpin vortex (Falco 1982).

Vortex lines are constantly being bent in turbulent boundary layers. Although

flow visualization of a passive contaminant cannot be used to observe vorticity directly,

dye marked features in the wall region that appear to be hairpin vortices have been

observed by Falco (1982) and Smith et al. (1983). We have observed hairpins appearing

to form over individual streaks. The streak is seen to become lumpy, and one of the

lumps grows and a hairpin emerges from it. Acarlar and Smith (1984) have also

observed hairpins growing over simulated streaks, and, it appears, in a turbulent

boundary layer.

The microscale coherent motions observed across a turbulent boundary layer,

which are similar to laminar vortex rings embedded in a shear flow, are called Typical

eddies. They have been studied by Falco (1974, 1977, 1982, 1983), who showed that

they contribute significantly to the Reynolds stress in the outer part of the boundary

layer, and that they are the excitation eddies that create the pockets. Experiments using

two mutually orthogonal sheets of laser light enabled Falco (1980b) to determine, as far

as the smoke marking allows, that the coherent feature was a ring, as opposed to a

portion of a hairpin vortex, as suggested by Head and Bandyopadhyay (1981).

Both types of hairpin creation mechanisms described above can produce
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hairpins that can pinch-off and form new vortex rings. Falco (1983) showed visual

evidence of a hairpin lifting from the downstream end of a pocket, contorting and

pinching off to form a new vortex ring-like typical eddy. This pinch-off mechanism has

also been clearly shown to occur in the calculations of Moin et al. (1986) mentioned

above.

Many investigators have noted the presence of streamwise vortices in the wall

region. Almost without exception, the vortices have been of short extent (Praturi and

Brodkey 1978, Falco 1980b, Smith 1982). A number of investigators have suggested that

streamwise vortices of much greater extent exist in the wall region essentially laying just

above the wall in pairs, which are responsible for the creation of both low and high

speed streaks. This evidence is of a statistical nature, usually from correlation

measurements. However, no one has ever observed them, and recent calculations of

turbulent channel flow using the full Navier-Stokes equations (Kim 1986) have shown

that the eddies which have streamwise vorticity are not elongated in the streamwise

direction.

3.1.2. New boundary layer observations in the Turbulence Structure Laboratory,
Michigan State University

The major discovery is that as a typical eddy convects over the wall, it causes an

interaction that results in the formation of a pair of long streaks. If the typical eddy is

convecting towards the wall, when it gets close enough, it will create a pocket, and have

one of four types of interactions defined below. The creation of the long streaks occurs

even when the typical eddies are quite distant from the wal', well into the log region.

Observations mentioned above have indicated that hairpin vortices can form as a

result of pocket evolution and as a result of lumping instability of existing low speed

streaks. They also found that there were occurrences where neither of these
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mechanisms appeared to be the cause. They also identified another mechanism that can

result in the formation of hairpin vortices. When a typical eddy is moving away from the

wall at a shallow angle and when it is moving relatively slowly, say Uc/U < 0.4, it will

create a pair of long very stable streaks that trail behind a hairpin vortex that lifts up

slowly. The eddy can be as far from the wall as indicated above, and thus, will convect

appreciably downstream before the hairpin will be noticed. It may convect out of the

field of view, leaving the observer with the impression that the formation of the hairpin

did not involve the coherent motion.

Thus, only one coherent motion, interacting with the wall, is necessary to create

both the long streaks and the pockets; since the remaining structures found in the wall

region are related to these two structures. The visual results suggested that the typical

eddy be responsible for the onset of the turbulent production process.

3.2. Vortex Ring/Moving Wall Interaction Model

3.2.1. Vortex ring/moving wall simulation of the turbulence production process

Accordingly, we can simulate the interaction of a typical eddy with the wall

region of a turbulent boundary layer by creating a vortex ring and having it convect

towards or away from a moving wall. Fig. 3.2 shows the basic idea behind the

simulation. The vortex ring can be aimed at or away from the wall at shallow angles.

Both the wall and the ring move in the same direction. The Reynolds numbers based

upon the initial ring velocity and diameter of the dyed ring bubble, D, ranges between

600 and 2000. When created away from walls, these rings remain stable to azimuthal

instabilities over durations longer than those used in the interaction experiments. By

performing a Galilean transformation on the simulation, we recover the essential

aspects of the typical eddy wall region interaction in a turbulent boundary layer flow.
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For convenience, we have used an impulsively started moving belt. It has the

advantages of being an exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equations (Stokes' first

problem), and therefore is well defined. Furthermore, the velocity profile is

approximately linear in the wall region which is similar to the mean velocity profile of

the viscous sublayer of a turbulent boundary layer. It is relatively easy to match the

friction velocity in these simulations with those found in low Reynolds number

turbulent boundary layers.

3.2.2. Experimental details

3. 221. Experimental apparatus

Experimental simulations were performed in a water tank which is 40.5 cm deep

by 32.4 cm wide by 243.8 cm long. Fig. 3.3 shows the side view and end view of the

experimental apparatus which includes a vortex ring generating device, a moving belt

and driving arrangement, a synchronizing timer, and visualization recording devices.

3.22- 1.1 Vortex ring generating device

The vortex ring generating device includes a constant head reservoir from which

fluid, which could be dyed, passes through a solenoid valve whose opening time could

be varied, and an orifice of prescribed size (see Fig. 3.3 items 1,2,3). The constant head

reservoir (item No. 1) is filled with a mixture of 10 ppm Fluorescent Sodium Salt Sigma

No. F-6377, green dye and water solution. As the solenoid valve (No. 2) opens, a slug of

dyed fluid is released from the orifice (3) by the pressure head, and rolls up into a

vortex ring. Three different inner diameters of the orifice have been used; 2.54 cm, 1.27

cm, and 0.95 cm. The size and speed of the vortex ring generated depends upon both

the height of the dye reservoir and the opening duration time of the solenoid valve for a

fixed orifice. The details have been presented in Liang (1984).
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3.2 2.1.2 Moving belt and driving device

The wall upon which the vortex ring interacted is a moving belt (4) made of

transparent plastic which has a smooth surface. Two ends of the belt are joined together

to form a loop, which circulates around two rollers (5) as shown in Fig. 3.3. The width of

the beft is 17.8 cm; and the distance between the two rollers is 152.4 cm. The test

section is at 76.2cm downstream from one of the rollers, giving us a Stokes' layer for

this distance (if the belt is run longer in time, the leading edge effects begin to enter

into the problem). This width/length ratio is sufficient to prevent the disturbances

generated in the corners from reaching the center of the belt at the test section.

Therefore, the wall layer flow on the moving belt could be considered one-dimensional.

One of the rollers is driven by a 1/4 HP DC motor (6). The speed of the belt is

adjustable within the range of 2.5 cm/sec. to 22.9 cm/sec. The belt reaches a constant

speed very soon (within a second) after power is turned on. This short acceleration

period allows us to consider the belt to be impulsively started. As the belt moves, a

Stokes' layer builds up on the belt. A mixture of red food coloring and water is used to

mark the wall layer for visualization. The belt is covered with dye before each run

during a 'dye run' using a dye injector near the leading roller of the belt, shown in Fig.

3.3 (7). The fluid is allowed to come to complete rest before each 'data run'.

3.2.2.1.3 Control system

The opening duration time of the solenoid valve, and the time delay between the

onset of the belt movement and release of the vortex ring are controlled by a 115

VAC/60 Hz timer designed in the laboratory. Since th-I thickness of the Stokes' layer,

6, is a function of the square root of the belt run time, that is, 6 = 4.0 J vt, by carefully

adjusting the time delay, we can adjust 6/D as desired.

3.2.2.2. Visualization and recording
18
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3.22.2.1 Two-view visualization

TI.e primary visual data consisted of simultaneous plan and side view time

resolved images which were collected using a standard video camera, a VCR, and a

monitor, and are shown in the end view of Fig. 3.3. The side view was often illuminated

by a laser sheet emitted from an 8 W Coherent CR-8 Supergraphite Argon Ion Laser.

The visual data were analyzed on a high resolution monitor with a superimposed

calibrated scale, using the slow motion capabilities of the recorder.

A 35mm Photo-Sonic movie camera and a 16mm Redlake high speed movie

camera were also used to record high resolution images of the interactions on Kodak

ASA 400 color negative film and Kodak Ektachrome 7250 film respectively. The data

acquisition system is the same as that shown in Fig. 3.3

3.2222 Three-view visualization

A simultaneous three-view data acquisition system was designed in order to

resolve the vortical structure associated with the vortex ring/moving wall interaction in

the plane which is perpendicular to the mean flow direction Fig. 3.4 shows the scheme

of the three-view visualization system; note that only the end view was illuminated by

the laser sheet. The image of the laser illuminated end view was sent to the top view

collecting mirror through a front coating flat mirror. This is shown in both views of the

set-up in Fig. 3.4.

3.3. Results of vortex ring/moving wall interactions based on two-view flow
visualizations

We will describe the model in terms of the velocity ratios and spatial

relationships of the simulation. Later in the discussion, we will invoke the Galilean

transformation to relate the findings to the turbulent boundary layer case.
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3.3.1. Evolutions of the model

3.3.1.1. Fast rings (Ur/Uw > 0.45) moving towards the wall with a shallow angle ( 3, 6, and
9 degree)

Interactions which result from these rings have been described by Liang et al.

(1983). They result in the formation of a pocket, and varying degrees of lift-up of wall

layer fluid. The interactions have been divided into four types. Fig. 3.5 shows sketches

of the four types of interactions. Type I results in a minor rearrangement of the wall

layer fluid; followed by the ring moving away from the wall essentially undisturbed.

Type H (same as described for boundary layer interactions) results in a well defined lift-

up of wall layer fluid, which takes on a hairpin configuration. This fluid does not get

ingested into the ring, and the ring moves away from the wall as a perturbed but stable

ring. The hairpin has been observed to pinch-off or just move back down towards the

wall and lose its identity. Type III results in a lifted hairpin of wall layer fluid which gets

ingested into the ring, resulting in a chaotic breakdown of both the lifted hairpin and

the vortex ring, as the vortex ring is moving away from the wall. Type IV also initiates a

hairpin vortex, but in this case the hairpin vortex is ingested into the ring on a much

shorter timescale, and the ring and lifted wall layer fluid both breakdown while the ring

is very close to the wall.

Liarg et al. used vortex rings with D + > 250 and 6 + between 20 and 50, and

they observed only the above four types of interactions. Current experiments indicate

that if D + < 150 and 6 + is between 20 and 50, we can also obtain the four types of

interactions noted above, but, in addition, we found that long streaks also formed. In

these cases, a hairpin grew out of the open end of the pocket, its legs stretched and a

pair of streamwise streaks formed along the hairpin legs (see Fig. 3.6). The streaks grew

to several hundred wall units. This observation is in contrast to the suggestions.of a
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number of investigators that a lifted hairpin vortex would induce a single streak to form

between its legs.

3.3.1.2. Slow rings (Ur/Uw < 0.35) moving towards the wall at a shallow angle ( 3, 6, and
9 degree)

These initial conditions result in a pair of long low speed streaks, x+ = 0(1000),

a pocket, and hairpins which induce themselves and portions of the streaks to lift-up.

Fig. 3.7 shows six photos of this happening prior to the onset of a Type III interaction.

We can see the formation of the pair of low speed streaks, followed by the formation of

the pocket, and the associated hairpin lift-up, then partial ingestion of the pocket

hairpin. The ring later breaks up. The streaks that form under these conditions become

wavy and slowly breakdown resulting in additional lift-up and transport. Hairpins have

been observed to form over these streaks (see Fig. 3.8). The initial conditions are two-

dimensional. The moving belt is started from rest, so that the layer approximates a

Stokes' layer. These streaks have obviously not formed as the result of the pre-existence

of streamwise vortices, but spanwise vorticity has been distorted to give a streamwise

component, and it is clear from the Navier Stokes equations that new streamwise

vorticity has also been generated at the wall.

3.3.1.3. Fast rings (Ur/Uw > 0.45) moving away from the wall at a shallow angle (less than
3 degrees)

These initial conditions result in a hairpin vortex which is linked to the

distributed streamwise vorticity that has formed a pair of long, very stable, low speed

streaks. A pocket is not observed. The evolution of the hairpin in this case has been

observed to lead to the pinch-off of this hairpin, forming a vortex ring, and another

hairpin. Fig. 3.9 shows four photos of the evolution leading to the creation of a new

vortex ring. The long stable streaks which form come closer and closer together,
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indicating that the streamwise vorticity which caused them, and which is of opposite

sign, is being stretched and brought very close together. Diffusion is accelerated, and

the vorticity is redistributed into a vortex ring and a hairpin loop. Fig. 3.10 shows long

stable streaks and a long stretched hairpin which does not pinch-off over the distance

available due to size limitations of the experimental facility--more than 2500 wall layer

units. There are two initial conditions that may cause this kind of long stretched

streamwise vorticity to evolve into a hairpin: 1) 6 /D is very small; 2) the ring is far away

from the wall. Further study concerning the effects of ring to wall distan, e is needed.

3.3.1.4. Far-field effect (fast ring, Ur/Uw > 0.6, moves away from the wall at a shallow
angle)

The far field effect could happen even though the edge of the lower lobe of the

vortex ring is around 120 y+ above the wall. A long stretched hairpin was observed to

form which had the same shape as that shown in Fig. 3.10, however, the spacing

between the two legs became narrower as the distance between the ring and the wall

became larger.

3.3.1.5. Slow rings (Ur/Uw < 0.45) moving away from the wall at a shallow angle (less
than 3 degree)

These initial conditions result in a hairpin from which a pair of long stable low

speed streaks emerge. A pocket is also not observed. The phenomenon of hairpin

pinch-oif, for this case, appears to depend upon S/D. If 6/D < 0.15 we get pinch-off,

but only a part of the fluid involved in the hairpin is observed to pinch-off and form the

ring. If 6/D is greater, and the ring moves away from the wall without ingesting any

wall layer fluid (Type I or II), the lifted hairpin appears to do very little. Fig. 3.11 shows

four photos of the evolution for 6/D > 0.15. In this case a pocket does not form, and it

appears that the hairpin has been generated by the initial vortex ring/wall interaction,
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and that a pair of streamwise vortices--which could be called its legs--trail behind,

creating the streak pair. Pinch-off does not occur. Fig. 3.12 shows four photos of the

interaction for 6/D < 0.15. In this case pinch-off of a portion of the lifted hairpin does

occur creating a new small vortex ring.

3.3.1.6 Summary of interactions

A summary of the vortex ring/wall interactions which result in streak formation

and evolution is shown as a function of the parameters Ur/U w , 6/D, and ring angle in

Fig. 3.13 and 3.14. Fig. 3.13 shows the dependence of the formations and evolutions of

streaks on 3/D and Ur/Uw for D + > 250 and a 3 degree incidence angle. The

indicated boundaries are between different evolutions and are approximate; additional

data are necessary to precisely locate their positions. The available information suggests

that the streak development is essentially not dependent upon .5 /D. Furthermore, the

long streaks are only observed to form for speed ratios less than approximately 0.35.

Fig. 3.14 shows the dependence of the formations and evolutions of streaks on 6/D and

Ur/Uw for rings moving away from the wall at 2.5 degrees. 6/D now plays a much

more important role, and long streaks are generated over the entire speed ratio range

studied.

3.3.2. Scaling associated with the vortex ring/moving wall interactions

From our perspective of a turbulence production model, the streak spacing,

streak length and wavelength of the streak instability are quantities of interest.

3.3.2.1. Streak spacing

Fig. 3.15 shows the dependence of the non-dimensional streak spacing on the

size of the non-dimensional vortex ring, for an incidence angle of 3 degrees and Ur/Uw
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0.31. The thickness of the wall layer (in wall units) is shown next to each data point.

The streak spacing, Z + , is within 10% of the ring diameter for wall layer thicknesses

between 20 and 50 wall units. Results shows that decreasing Ur/Uw will decrease the

average streak spacing relative to the ring size for fixed incidence angles. Furthermore,

increasing the incidence angle of the vortex ring will increase the average streak spacing

for a given ring size and speed ratio. Fig. 3.16 shows the dependence of the streak

spacing on the speed ratio and angle.

3.3.2.2. Streak length

Measurements show that streak lengths greater than x+ = 500 were obtained

for many of the interactions in ranges where the streaks are stable ( for rings with D +

= 100, streaks as long as x + = 1000 were found ).

3.3.2.3. Wavelength associated with wavy streak instability

Fig. 3.17 shows the non-dimensionalized streamwise wavelength that sets in as a

function of 6 + for different Ur/Uw. The wavelength is the same order as the ring

diameter. It decreases as the ring/wall speed ratio.

3.3.3. Stability considerations

3.3.3.1. Vortex ring stability

Some additional data has been obtained, which confirms .and extends the results

of Liang (1984), showing that the boundary between stable ring wall interactions (Types

I and II), and unstable interactions (Types III and IV) depends upon 6/D. Fig. 3.18

shows a stability map of the interactions for 3 degree rings. We can see that for low

ring/wall speed ratios, the ring stability depends primarily upon the relative thickness of

the wall layer and the size of the ring; for thicker wall layers or smaller rings, the
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interactions are more stable. Furthermore, the shallower the incidence angle the more

stable the interaction.

3.3.3.2. Stability of the streaks

Fig. 3.19 shows the dependence of the time onto instability (i.e. the time from

the formation of the streaks to the first observation of the wavy instability) of the

streaks which exhibited wavy instability on the wall layer thickness (both quantities are

non-dimensionalized by wall layer variables) for 3 degree incidence rings. We can see

that for each convection velocity ratio, there is a value of 6 + above which the time to

instability becomes much longer.

3.3.3.3. Comparison between ring and streak stability

Both the rings and the streaks are more stable when the wall layer is thicker. Fig.

3.18 shows a comparison of the stability boundaries of a three degree ring moving

towards the wall, with the stability boundary of streaks formed by those same rings. The

streak stability boundary has generally the same shape; stable rings will, in general,

correspond to stable streaks, except for a small range of 6/D. The ring stability curves

and the streak stability boundary curves for different size rings collapse when plotted

this way.

The streak formation boundaries in this figure represent the boundaries between

conditions that will enable a pair of long streaks to form. For 6/D below the

boundaries, we have a very unstable situation in which the fluid in the region around

the eddy seems to rearrange itself into the beginnings of a streak, but the streak pair is

not stable, and immediately breaks up. For 6/D values above the boundaries, a pair of

long streamwise streaks form. However, once formed, the streaks are susceptible to

breakdown by the wavy or lumpy instabilities noted above, where the time to instability
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is a function of angle, convection velocity, and the instantaneous wall layer thickness

(for example, see Fig. 3.19).

3.4. Results of the vortex ring/moving wall interactions based on three-view
visualization

By accessing the laser illuminated end view we were able to realize the

streamwise vortical structure associated with the vortex ring/moving wall interaction.

We will discuss the interactions which were observed the most in the turbulent layer,

that is, the interactions in which a pair of long streaks were observed as being either

stable or unstable.

3.4.1. Slow rings (Ur/Uw < 0.35) moving towards the wall with a shallow angle (3
degree)

The conditions of the case discussed here are shown as point 'A' in Fig. 3.18.

These initial condition result in a main hairpin, a pair of low streaks x+ = O(1O0), a

pocket, and hairpins induce themselves and portions of the streaks to lift-up. By sending

the laser sheet to different locations we were able to resolve the vortical structure at

different parts of the interaction.

The main hairpin was observed to form first; the sign of the hairpin vortex is

shown in Fig. 3.20. Evidently, it was a vortex loop; the core is about 5-10y+ and the

distance between two legs was about 50-60 z + in the spanwise direction. This hairpin

vortex was the wall layer fluid induced and lifted up by the lower lobe of the vortex ring.

After the hairpin vortex was lifted up from the wall, it was stretched and diffused. The

visual evidence showed that this hairpin vortex lasted about 50 t + . Even though we still

can visual the organized dye marker associated with the lifted hairpin at the later stage

of the vortex ring/moving wall interaction, however, the laser illuminated end view

suggested that there was not much vortical motion in this hairpin vortex.
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Fig. 3.21 shows the evolution of the vortex pair which was observed to be

associated with the streaky structure. There are 10 t + between photos. As this vortex

pair induced itself up, it was getting bigger and bigger and its size could be about 25-30

z + extending about 200-300 x+ in the near wall region (y+ < 10). The three-view

visualization showed that even before the streamwise vorticity, x, rolled into vortices,

the top view had already shown the wall layer dye marker being gather together to form

streaks (see Fig. 3.21 (b)). After the vortex pair was observed to form, it induced itself

up and broke up. This quick lifting and breakup lasted only about 20 t + . Mainly, the

dye marker associated with the observed breakup was from this vortex pair. Only the

top view could not tell the difference between the streamwise vortices and the long

streaks. Fig. 3.21 (b) shows clearly the evidence of the formation of the secondary

hairpin vortices over streaks; especially in the region near the pocket.

Three-view visualization also showed that as the pocket vortex (Falco 1980b)

entered into the viewing window (laser illuminated end view), suddenly, the lifted

vortex pair was turned inward in the rotating direction of the pocket vortex (Falco

1980b). This inward motion caused the lifted vortex pair to break-up. However, there

was no dye marker present in the vortical structure of the pocket vortex. One possible

reason for this may be due to the dye marker which had been pushed away to form

streaks in the earlier stage of the interaction.

Based upon the results of three-view visualization on vortex ring/moving wall

interaction model, we summarize the interaction into one picture. Fig. 3.22 shows a

conceptual picture describing the spatial relationship of the formation of visual features

observed in the vortex ring/moving wall interaction including the main hairpin vortex,

secondary hairpin vortices, long streaks, and pocket; the arrows indicate the flow

direction.
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3.4.2. Fast rings (Ur/Uw > 0.6) moving away from the wall with a shallow angle (less
than 3 degree)

Fig. 3.23 (a) is a photo showing the laser illuminated end view visualization

under the those initial conditions. The observed long streaks were just the legs of the

lifted hairpin vortex; they were one unit. The dye marker actually concentrated with the

streamwise vortices. The sign of the vorticity shown in Fig. 3.23 (b) is consistent with

that associated with the hairpin vortex shown in Fig. 3.20 (b). Fig. 3.24 shows the

conceptual picture summarizing the spatial evolution of this type of vortex ring/moving

wall interaction.

3.5. Implications for turbulent boundary layers

3.5.1. Connection between vortex ring/wall layer description and the typical eddy/wall
layer interaction

3.5.1.1. Outer region of turbulent boundary layer

To interpret the results of the vortex ring/moving wall interactions in terms of

turbulent boundary layer interactions, we must perform a Galilean transformation on

the velocity field. Our interpretation of the simulation has been to identify the Stokes'

layer with the viscous wall region which extends to y+ approximately 30-50. The mean

velocity at this height is approximately 70 -80% of U . Thus,

UTE/U = a(1 -Ur/Uw)

where 'a' represents the outer region velocity defect which we can not simulate

(20-30%). Thus, in thinking about the implications for the turbulent boundary layer,

basically high speed ratios in the simulations correspond to low convection velocities of

the typical eddies in the boundary layer.

3.5.1.2. Inner region of turbulent boundary layer
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As far as the shear condition in the near wall region is concerned, we can

estimate the velocity gradient at the wall by using the exact solution of Stokes' layer.

The velocity of the moving wall used in the vortex ring/moving wall interactions ranges

from 0.076 m/sec to 0.152 m/sec which corresponds to 0.65 to 0.25 Ur/Uw or 0.35 to

0.75 UTE/U , and the belt running time is between 2 and 6 seconds: resulting in the

ratio of the friction velocity to the wall velocity, ur/U w, is between 5.5% and 3.5%.

This range of the friction velocity is very close to what is found in low Reynolds number

boundary layer flows. However, due to the unsteady nature of the Stokes' layer, for each

fixed velocity of the moving wall, the percentage of ur/Uw decreases monotonically

during each experiment. This variation in ur/Uw is approximately 1% over the course

of any given experiment. This is slightly different from the real situation in the near wall

region of turbulent boundary layer where the friction velocity is stochastically

stationary.

3.5.1.3. Inner/outer region interaction

As a result, we expect the typical eddies that emerge from wall layer fluid

(through a pinch-off of lifted hairpin vortices, for example) to have a low convection

velocity. Since these are moving away from the wall, they will correspond to fast rings

moving away from the wall. These exhibit long streak formation which is stable, and

pinch-off, depending upon the thickness of the wall layer. We do see long stable low

speed streaks in the boundary layer (Falco 1980), and we have limited evidence of

hairpin pinch-off (Falco 1983). On the other hand, typical eddies that are convecting

towards the wall will be of relatively high speed, and thus simulated by low speed vortex

rings moving towards the wall. These will produce long streaks which go unstable

(undergoing either wavy or lumpy instabilities), short streaks which go unstable, and

pockets in all cases. Again we see all these events in the turbulent boundary layer. Fig.
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3.25 shows a comparison with what were observed by Offen, Kline (1975) and Smith

(1978). The similarity is apparent.

The wide range of interactions that can be simulated using the vortex

ring/moving wall experiments are not all admitted by the turbulent boundary layer with

equal frequency. Some are not admitted at all. The range of the parameters (angle, wall

layer thickness, convection velocity) found in the boundary layer are limited, and in all

cases they have skewed probability distributions (towards higher values) that are

approximately lognormal. When these distributions are used to determine the events

that are most probable, we begin to see what to expect.

3.5.2. Spacing between streaks

Fig. 3.26 shows the distribution of D + obtained from the diameter of the typical

eddies of a turbulent boundary layer at Re6 2 1176 (Falco 1974), superimposed upon

the streak spacing obtained for various size rings. When the simulation outcomes are

conditioned by the probabilities of scales found in this boundary layer, we see that the

simulation gives a most likely streak spacing of approximately 100 wall units. This is an

important quantitative test of the quality of the simulation, for although the average

streak spacing is Z + = 100, all observations of streak pairs have also shown their

spacing to be approximately this value.

3.5.3. The vortical motions associated with the streaky structure

The three-view visualization realized the vortical motions associated with the

streaky structure in the vortex ring/moving wall interaction (see Sec. 4.3.4). We may

interpret as follows. When the coherent motion moves towards the wall from the outer

region, the pressure gradient at the wall in the spanwise direction will cause the

creation of the streamwise vorticity and roll up into vortices later on. The size of the
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counter-rotating streamwise vortices observed to be associated with each streak

resulted from the vortex ring/moving wall interaction (see Fig. 3.21) is very much

different from the familiar sketch of the counter rotating vortices (see Fig. 3.27) in

turbulent boundary layers which was hypothesized by many investigators.

Some investigators hypothesized that the lifted hairpin vortices found in the wall

region of the turbulent boundary layers were responsible for the formation of the low

speed streaks. However, this phenomenon was not observed in the vortex ring/moving

wall interaction simulation. The main hairpin is observed to form due to the interaction

between the lower lobe of the vortex ring and the wall layer fluid; its strength depends

on how close the ring can approach (this is just what was defined as four Types of

interaction). This lifted hairpin will not last long enough to form such a long streak

which is about 1000 x + . Because soon after it is lifted, it may either get ingested into

the lower lobe of the ring and lose its coherence or stay in the low shear region.

However, in the second case the two legs of the hairpin are too far apart (see Sec.

4.3.4.1) as well as too far away from the wall (the tip of the hairpin will reach as far as

40 y+), it is not possible to form a streak between the legs; and the laser illuminated

end view indicates that even if this lifted hairpin does not get ingested into the vortex

ring it will not keep its coherence over 30 t + . Some interactions (Fig. 3.8 and 3.21 for

examples) do result in the formation of the secondary hairpin vortices over streaks, this

phenomena is a consequence of the viscous effect between the two vortices of each

streamwise vortex pair and is not the initiator of the formation of the streaks. This is

also shown clearly in the conceptual picture in Fig. 3.22.

As mentioned in Sec. 4.3.4.2, the fast vortex ring moves away from the wall

which corresponds to the vortex ring moving away from the wall with low convection

velocity in the turbulent boundary layer. The observed long streaks are just the legs of
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the lifted hairpin vortex; they are one unit. The dye marker actually concentrated with

the streamwise vortices. Thus, this type of interaction should not be confused with the

typically assumed non-vortical structure of streaks.

We have very limited information about distributions of this type for the angles

of incidence and/or movement away from the wall, for the convection velocity, and for

the instantaneous wall layer thickness, but the evidence indicates that the frequency of

occurrence of many of the interactions which we can simulate is quite low in the

turbulent boundary layer. Often these interactions are very intense. Thus, the conditions

in the boundary layer that exist which keep their probability low are likely to be

essential to the maintenance of the measured values of the drag. We need to explore

ways to further limit the occurrence of the violent breakups if we are to pursue a

rational program of drag reduction (and noise reduction) in the boundary layer. The

model allows us to isolate a specific high drag producing event, and carefully study the

parameters that it depends upon. We are currently building the sample sizes necessary

to more accurately obtain the distributions mentioned above.

3.5.4. Implications for drag modifications

As we have seen, small changes in the parameters of typical eddy size, incidence

angle, convection velocity, and wall layer thickness can alter the evolutions that result

when a typical eddy interacts with the wall. Changes in any of these variables which

cause a cross over in the boundaries (such as those shown in Fig. 3.18), will result in a

change in the drag at the wall.

Consider, for example, the angle of incidence. If we can change the strength of

the large scale motions, say, by outer layer manipulators, we can easily change the angle

of a typical eddy that is moving towards the wall, and may even be able to change the
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direction if it is at a shallow angle, so as to make it move away from the wall. This will

affect the stability of both the local eddy wall interaction (interactions of Type I-IV),

and the stability of the streaky structure which is created, as well as the formation of

new typical eddies via the pinch-off process. Thus, we can affect not only the local drag,

but alter the drag downstream by directly interfering with the cyclic production process.

Modifications to the wall that result in small changes in the effective wall region

thickness, for example, NASA riblets, will also have an effect on the drag. If increases in

wall region thickness above the critical thicknesses can be made (see for example, Fig.

3.18), streaks are more likely to remain stable. Furthermore, the local interactions

(Types I-IV) will also tend to be of Type I and II. Thus, the drag can also be reduced.

3.6. Summary and Comment

New boundary layer observations in the Turbulence Structure Laboratory,

Michigan State University have suggested that long low speed streaks are formed in

pairs as the result of the interactions of microscale very coherent vortex ring-like eddies

(typical eddies) propagating over the wall. Depending upon the distance from the wall,

the angle of incidence of the eddy with the wall (both magnitude and sign), the

convection velocity of the eddy, and the local thickness of the viscous wall region,

different structural features can evolve out of the evolution. The extent of the distance

over which a typical eddy could interact with the wall and wall layer flow was a surprise,

but means that many coherent microscale eddies that are in the logarithmic region and

further out take part in the production process.

The vortex ring/moving wall simulation incorporates all of the evolutions and

structural features associated with the turbulence production process. Besides, the

results of the three-view visualization present the similar vortical structure associated
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with the low speed streaks found in the near wall region of turbulent boundary layers.

The vortex ring/moving wall simulation dramatically demonstrates that the pre-existing

streamwise vortices are not required to produce strearnwise streaks. When the streak

spacings obtained in the simulation are conditioned by the probability of occurrence of

typical eddy scales found in the boundary layer, we see that the simulation provides the

correct streak spacing (approximately 100 wall units). Other possible outcomes of the

simulation need to be weighed by the measured probabilities of occurrence of the

angles, convection velocities, and length scales of the typical eddies in the turbulent

boundary layer to enable us to obtain a picture of the most probable forms of the

interactions, and to gain insight into the causes of the interactions which occur with

lower probability, that may contribute significantly to the transport. It appears that

turbulent boundary layer control leading to drag reduction can be realized by fostering

the conditions suggested by the simulations which will increase the probability of having

stable interactions.

All the results discussed in this section are from the flow visualization of the

vortex ring/moving wall interaction simulations. Flow visualization, however, can only

give partial information at best. The three major reasons for this are:

1. flow visualization is strictly valid only in highly energetic motions,

2. flow visualization has characteristics to leave vortical remnants which may

lead to incorrect conclusions about the flow kinematics, and

3. the conventional flow visualization techniques are valid for only short time,

since once the dye marker has been removed from a given region no information about

the kinematics in that region may be obtained.

Thus, in order to verify the conclusion drawn from the flow visualization and to
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answer some questions which were not answered through the flow visualization such as

the initial conditions in the vortex ring/moving wall interactions: vorticity distribution

over the Stokes' layer and vorticity distribution associated with the vortex ring, the

velocity distribution associated with the streaky structure, and the streamwise vorticity

distribution associated with the streaky structure, it was necessary to make quantitative

measurements. The Laser Induced Photochemical Anemometry (LIPA) technique was

accessed in this quantification. The results of which are given in the following section.
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4. QUANTITATIVE REFINEMENT OF THE VORTEX RING/MOVING WALL
INTERACTION MODEL

4.1. INTRODUCTION

As mentioned in section 3, the vortex ring/moving wall interaction model

provided a conceptual picture (shown in Fig. 3.22) describing the spatial information of

all visual features observed in the wall region of wall bounded turbulent flows. The flow

shown in Fig. 3.22 is completely unsteady and three-dimensional. The best existing

probe techniques are not enough in helping us to answer the questions listed in the

conclusion of section 3. To the author's knowledge, the photochromic techniques are

the unique techniques that enable us to measure nonintrusively the instantaneous fluid

dynamic quantities such as velocities, vorticity, circulation, and strain rates over a two-

dimensional domain in such a flow field.

We applied both single tracer technique and grid tracing technique to quantify

the vortex ring/moving wall interaction model. First, we measured the Stokes' layer

flow and also checked the accuracy of the grid tracing technique. Then, we applied

those techniques to more complicatcd measurements associated with the Type II

interaction of the vortex ring/moving wall simulation including:

a) vortex ring flow,

b) velocity distributions in the wall region, and

c) streamwise vorticity distribution in the wall region.
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4.2. STOKES' LAYER MEASUREMENT

4.2.1. Introduction

In this section we first discuss the measurement of a Stokes' layer which was

approximated by a rapidly started moving belt and was used to simulate the viscous wall

layer in the vortex ring/moving wall interaction mentioned in section 3. Although the

Stokes' layer flow is the simplest unsteady flow, the measurement is somewhat difficult;

so far no measurement has yet been made. Since the Stokes' layer flow is one-

dimensional in space (only has diffusion in y-direction), an exact solution of the Navier-

Stokes equations is available. By applying the photochromic grid tracing technique we

were able to obtain the instantaneous velocity distribution, velocity gradients, and

vorticity distribution across the layer and were also able to test the accuracy of this

technique against the exact solutions.

4.2.2. Experimental details

Fig. 4.1 presents the schematic representation of the setup of Stokes' layer

measurement; the moving belt system is similar to what was used in the water tank.

The width of the belt is 17.8 cm, and the distance between the rollers is 152.4 cm with

the test position 90 cm downstream of the leading roller. All experimental data were

obtained before the leading edge effects reached the test position. Furthermore, the

aspect ratio is sufficient to prevent the disturbances generated in the comers from

reaching the center of the belt when the data were taken. Therefore, the wall layer flow

measured was one-dimensional. The working fluid was deodorized kerosene in which

10 ppm of the photochromic chemical was dissolved. Fig. 4.2 shows the optical set-up

for generating the photochromic grid. Because only spanwise vorticity components were
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to be measured, the depth of field looking into flow was not crucial. The best

orientation for the incident beam is also shown in Fig. 4.2.

Fig. 4.3 shows the flow chart of the control system of the Stokes' layer

measurement. Time delay # 1 initiates the excimer laser to generate a photochromic

grid as well as calculating time (t) involved in the exact solution of Stokes' layer, while

time delay # 2 initiates the data acquisition system which includes a 35 mm high speed

Photo-Sonic movie camera and background lighting. Usually we start the movie camera

2.5 seconds prior to the data acquisition because the surge time of the camera to its full

speed is 1.5 second. The data were recorded on Kodak Tmax ASA 400 film through a

micro lens at 200 frames per second. The films were analyzed on a NAC motion film

analyzer which is accurate to 0.05 mm.

4.2.3. Results

Fig. 4.4 shows two photos from the result of the Stokes' layer measurement

which are 0.05 seconds apart; these photos were taken under conditions with Uw = 12.7

cm/sec and belt running time t = 5.25 seconds; the belt moved from right to left. Fig.

4.5 shows the non-dimensional velocity profile for two belt running speeds; the solid

line represents the exact solution. Results of the velocity gradient au/ay obtained from

double differentiation and of the spanwise vorticity obtained from circulation approach

are shown in Fig. 4.6, where they are compared with the exact solution. Everything is

non-dimensional by the similarity variables of the exact solution. In theory, the spanwise

vorticity Woz is equal to -(au/8y) in Stokes' layer since av/ax is equal to zero. Because

the flow is one-dimensional, incompressible, and does not change with the streamwise

coordinate, x, the continuity equation reduces to av/ay = 0. A check of this across the

Stokes' layer is also shown in Fig. 4.6. The mean value of (av/Oy)* across the layer is -

0.011 and the standard deviation is 0.095, which corresponds to 1/second.
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4.2.4. Discussion and Summary

By applying the photochromic grid tracing technique, we obtained the

instantaneous velocity distribution and, for the first time, the vorticity distribution

across the Stokes' layer. There is an agreement among the velocity profiles in Fig. 4.5

except in the vicinity of the edge of the Stokes' layer. This may be caused by the free

surface effect, the small disturbance from the driving system, and the reading error. The

errors involved in the calculation of velocity gradient, the vorticity distribution and the

check of continuity equation are of similar magnitude. The absolute value of the error is

2/sec which is consistent with the design error analysis. The deviation of the

experimental profile in the near wall region is a consequence of the grid mesh being too

large (the largest mesh in vertical direction in Fig. 4.4 is about 0.15 6) to adequately

resolve the large value of the gradient au/ay. On the whole, the results are very

encouraging, which indicates that by using the exact solutions of Stokes' layer we can

estimate the velocity, velocity gradient and spanwise vorticity distribution associated

with the undisturbed viscous wall layer for different belt speeds in the vortex

ring/moving wall interactions as long as the leading edge effect of the belt does not

reach the test position.

The demonstrated accuracy of the photochromic grid tracing technique in

Stokes' layer measurement is more than adequate for many fluid dynamic problems. As

speed increases 100-fold the accuracy can, in principle, be maintained, since the

calibration depends only on a time and a length scale. There is further room for

improvement through the use of high resolution image processing. At present, this

technique is accurate enough to apply to more complicated flow measurements which

will be mentioned in the following sections in the section.
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4.3. VORTEX RING MEASUREMENT

4.3.1. Introduction

The second item to be quantified in the vortex ring/wall interaction is the vortex

ring, the source of the excitation. The vortex ring represents a class of flow fields that

are of particular importance in turbulent and unsteady flow. Several techniques had

been attempted to measure the detailed structure of the vortex ring. The hydrogen

bubble technique was attempted by Maxworthy (1972), but the results were inaccurate

due to strong axial gradients and associated radial velocities. Hot wire measurements

are hampered by probe interference and difficulty of calibration. Recently, numerous

investigators such as Sullivan and Widnall (1973), Maxworthy (1977) and Didden (1979)

used a two-component laser doppler velocimeter (LDV); although this technique has

taken care of the intrusive problem, it is still a single point measurement, and can only

be used to get the circulation distribution, not the local vorticity. By using the

photochromic grid tracing technique we can obtain instantaneous velocity distribution

and vorticity distribution, allowing us to gain deeper understanding of the dynamics of

vortex ring flow.

4.3.2. Experimental details

The experimental set-up used to generate and measure the vortex ring is shown

in fig. 4.7. The same ring generating system applied in the water tank was used. The

flow chart of the control system for vortex ring measurement is shown in Fig. 4.8. In

order to match the Reynolds number of the vortex ring which was used in the vortex

ring/moving wall interaction in the water tank, a 19mm inner diameter orifice was

used. The kerosene in the reservoir was dyed with chlorophyll to mark the vortex ring
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(Fig. 4.9 shows the lower half of ring marked with the dye). This enabled us to easily

locate the frames that needed to be analyzed. The flow was axisymmetric, so that we

needed only to align our grid through an axis of symmetry and to measure the flow in

half of the ring. The measuring window was at four ring bubble diameters downstream

of the exit of the orifice.

4.3.3. Results

Fig. 4.9 shows two photos of the result which are 0.07 seconds apart. The

instantaneous velocities distributed along two axes of the ring are shown in Fig. 4.10.

The instantaneous circulation distribution of the ring is shown in Fig. 4.11, which also

shows the results obtained by Sullivan et al. (1973) for different Reynolds numbers

along with the Hill's exact solution of a spherical vortex, although there is no solution

existing for the experimentally generated rings. Through the circulation approach we

obtained the instantaneous vorticity distribution over a ring, which is shown in Fig. 4.12.

4.3.4. Discussion and summary

The vorticity distribution obtained from the photochromic technique is the

instantaneous vorticity distribution associated with a vortex ring and no use of Taylor's

hypothesis is required. To know the time evolution of a vortex ring we must simply

generate the photochromic grid at different locations downstream of the orifice or use

the moving grid generating system to follow a vortex ring.

Comparing the vorticity and circulation distributions with those obtained by

Sullivan et al. (shown in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12) shows clearly the Reynolds number

dependency, even though the ring generating systems are different. Interestingly, the

comparison also shows that the circulation distribution associated with the low

Reynolds number vortex ring is closer to that of the Hill's spherical vortex.
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4.4. FLOW VISUALIZATION IN KEROSENE TANK

4.4.1. Introduction

By using the photochromic grid tracing technique we are able to quantify the

Stokes' layer flow and the vortex ring flow separately. These are the two initially

independent flow fields. To gain insights into their interaction, in other words, to obtain

the optimal spatial and temporal information about interactions such as the strength of

the streamwise vorticity associated with the streaky structure and how the streamwise

vorticity changes with the time, we must have an overview of the interaction to

determine where and when to make the measurements. Thus, flow visualization is

needed to make sure that: 1) the same experiments can be repeated in the kerosene

tank (required to use photochromic chemical) at the same Reynolds number, and 2) the

measurement window is optimal, that is, we will measure most of the events of interest

at the chosen position and time.

4.4.2. Experimental details

The experimental apparatus for flow visualization in the kerosene tank had the

same arrangement and control system as that used in the water tank (see Fig. 3.3), but

the scales and materials were different. The width of the moving belt was 17.8 cm; the

inner diameter of the orifice was 1.9 cm and its center was located 3.8 cm above the

wall. The incident angle of the vortex ring was set at 3 degrees with respect to the

moving belt. The plate which supported the moving belt was Teflon, a kerosene

resistant material. The kerosene in the reservoir was dyea with chlorophyll to mark the

vortex ring. As far as the dye marker in the wall layer is concerned, we gently injected

the chlorophyll dyed kerosene by a syringe to cover some part of the belt before each

run and waited long enough to let the injected dye settle.
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The primary visual data consisted of plan and side view time resolved images

which were collected by using a 35 mm Photo-Sonic movie camera with a micro-lens on

Kodak Tri-X 400 ASA film. The side view was illuminated by a 300 watt flood light

diffused through a white color filter. The top view was illuminated by two 300 watt

flood lights from underneath and the white teflon plate worked as a white color filter.

The frame rate of the movie camera was 20 frames/sec.

4.4.3. Results

Fig. 4.13 shows one set of photos with both top view and side view describing the

time evolution of vortex ring/moving wall interactions in the conditions of Ur/Uw

0.26, 3 degrees of incident angle, 6/D - 0.18 and Uw = 15.5 cm/sec. The non-

dimensional ring diameter was 120 wall layer units. These pictures show clearly the

same features which were visualized in the Type II interaction in the water tank under

the same flow condition. A pair of streaks with spacing 140 wall layer units were

observed, which is consistent with that shown in Fig. 3.21. Besides, the hairpin liftup and

pocket also were observed. This consistency gave us confidence that no appreciable

changes during startup resulted because of the factor of two increase in viscosity.

Through the evolution of the interaction we were able to locate the position where the

photochromic tracer or grid will be sent.

By sending a single photochromic tracer parallel to the moving wall at y+ - 16

we obtained the visual result of the interaction shown in Fig. 4.14 which is the same as

that obtained from the hydrogen bubble technique used by many other researchers,

such as Kim et al.(1971) or Smith et al.(1983).

4.4.4. Discussion and summary

The result of the flow visualization of the vortex ring/moving wall simulation in
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kerosene tank showed the same features which were observed in the Type II interaction

in the water tank. Those visual results also provided the information to locate the

optimal position for the vleocity measurement. Furthermore, the vortex ring/moving

wall interaction model could produce the same visual features which were visualized

through the hydrogen bubble technique in the near wall region of wall bounded

turbulent flows.
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4.5. VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION ASSOCIATED WITH THE VORTEX RING/
MOVING WALL INTERACTION

4.5.1. Introduction

Even though the flow visualization in the vortex ring/moving wall interaction

model did show clearly the formation of a pair of streaks, it did not provide information

on the characteristics of the streaks except for the spacing between the streaks. If the

model is good, the velocity measurement (temporal and spatial information) will show

quantitatively the same as that measured and observed in turbulent boundary layers.

These measurements will be able to provide insights into how the viscous wall layer

responds to the disturbance from the vortex ring during the interaction Based upon the

results obtained from the flow visualization in the kerosene tank, we figured out that if

measurements are conducted only in one fixed location, then the location is 25.4 cm

(i.e. x/D = 8) downstream of the exit of the orifice, where we will be able to monitor

the major events of the interaction. In these measurements the photochromic tracer

technique was used; it is the only technique available to obtain the velocity distribution

precisely and efficiently for this particular flow field. We can generate photochromic

tracers either perpendicular (in x-y plane) or parallel to the wall (in x-z plane) and

obtain the associated velocity distribution in the mean flow direction.

4.5.2. Experimental details

We repeated the same experiment as we did for flow visualization in the

kerosene tank in Sec. 5.4. Fig. 4.15 shows the locations of measurement. Because we

could only record one photochromic tracer for each run in the spanwise direction (z-

direction), we needed to repeat the same experiment several times to obtain the whole

information in the z-direction. The high repeatibility of vortex ring/moving wall

interaction did provide the reliability to put the measurements together from different
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runs (the variance of the velocities of the vortex ring and the moving belt are less than

5% for different runs). We only measured half of the flow field as shown in Fig. 4.15,

because the flow field was symmetric about the center line (see Fig. 4.15 also). A

special optical apparatus was designed for this purpose; a movable carriage which was

controlled precisely by a threaded rod carried a set of optical components including one

500 mm focal lens and two reflecting mirrors to accurately guide the laser light beam to

the measuring positions. Fig. 4.16 shows the details of the optical configuration. The

Excimer laser was set to pulse 10 times per second and the 35 mm Photo-Sonic movie

camera was also set at 10 frames per second. We synchronized the belt running system

and data acquisition system. As the switch was turned on, the belt, camera, background

lighting (a 300 watt flood light) and movie camera started simultaneously. The

instantaneous time lines which represented the instantaneous velocity disL-ibution in

the streamwise direction were recorded on T-MAX 400 ASA film through a micro-lens.

The films were processed with Microdol-X at 70 degrees F for 10 minutes and were

digitized by a NAC film analyzer. For each frame we could measure the non-

dimensional velocity components, U(y)/Uw, at different y positions.

4.5.3. Results

We analyzed the data for each measurement point and obtained the spatial and

temporal velocity information of the wall layer as follows:

1. Fig. 4.17 (a) through (d) show the time evolution of the non-dimensional

streamwise velocity distribution at the measurement points. The dotted lines represent

the undisturbed velocity profiles of the Stokes' layer. The visual information

corresponding to Fig. 4.17 is shown in Fig. 4.13; the arrows indicate the measured

location.

2. Fig. 4.18 (a) through (d) show the time evolution of the constant streamwise
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velocity lines in y-z plane. Again, the dotted lines represent the constant velocity levels

of the undisturbed Stokes' layer.

4.5.4. Discussion and summary

Fig. 4.17 shows that the wall layer fluids are accelerated, decelerated, and then

lifted up. The results shown in Fig. 4.18 indicate that there is a distinct region of high

momentum fluids being pumped away from the wall. As the results shown in Fig. 4.18

are compared with those obtained from flow visualization shown in Fig. 4.13, we found

that the long streaks observed by the flow visualization in the vortex ring/moving wall

interaction simulation (discussed in Sec. 4.3.1.2, 4.4.1 and 5.4) were the high speed

region. This phenomenon also confirms what was observed in the three-view flow

visualization in Sec. 4.4.1 (see the laser illuminated end view in Fig. 3.21), where a pair

of counter-rotating streamwise vortices associated with each streak was observed. The

pair of counter-rotating streamwise vortices pumped the high momentum fluids away

from the wall. Again, the width of each streak is also about 30 z + (see the hump in Fig.

4.18 (c)).

As the results shown in Fig. 4.17 and 4.18 were observed from the point of view

of the turbulent boundary layer by performing the Galilean transformation (see Fig.

4.19), we see clearly that the vortex ring/moving wall interaction model can simulate

the characteristics of the low speed streaks observed in wall bounded turbulent flows.

The data shown in Fig. 4.19 represent the velocity defect or gain with respect to the

undisturbed wall layer (i.e the layer after performing the Galilean transformation

shown in the lower half of Fig. 4.19 (a)) at different y 4 . The characteristics of the low

speed streks found in Fig. 4.18 and 4.19 are listed as follows:

a) the spacing (distance between the peak of humps)
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is about the size of the vortex ring (see Fig. 4.18(c),

4.19(c) and Fig. 3.26); note that the ring bubble

diameter in this measurement was 3.18cm (1 1/4 in);

b) the region and the percentage of the velocity

defect is clearly shown; for example, a 30 % of

velocity defect is found at y+ = 15 (Fig. 419(c));

c) the width of each streak (if it is defined as the

region in which the velocity defect is over 10 %)

is about 30 z+ at y+ - 10 (Fig. 4.19 (c) and is

about 20 z+ at y+ 10; and

d) the extent of coherent liftup may reach about y+ =

40 (see Fig. 4.18 and 4.19).

These results compare well with those obtained from turbulent boundary layer

flows. (see Smith & Metzler 1983)

Besides, the results shown in Fig. 4.18 precisely define the spanwise location of

the test window for measurement of the streamwise vorticity associated with the streaky

structure.

4.6. STREAMWISE VORTICITY MEASUREMENT ASSOCIATED WITH THE
VORTEX RING MOVING WALL INTERACTION

4.6.1. Introduction

From the result of the three-view visualization of the vortex ring/moving wall
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interaction in water tank, we observed the vortical structure associated with the streaks,

which showed that a pair of counter-rotating streamwise vortices accompanied each

single streak in the later stage of the streak formation. This phenomenon is similar to

what was found by Blackwelder and Eckelmann (1979). The morphological comparison

was mentioned in Sec. 4.5.3. Blackwelder and Eckelmann (1979) studied the vortex

structures associated with the bursting process as defined by VITA and estimated the

streamwise vorticity by using hot-film sensors and flush mounted wall elements. They

found that the streanwise vorticity was one order of magnitude less than that of

spanwise vorticity and the middle of the vortex structures lay approximately at y+ = 20-

30. In this section, we quantify the streamwise vorticity associated with the streaky

structure in Type II interaction of the vortex ring/moving wall simulation such that we

may have further comparison with the information obtained from the turbulent

boundary layers. By using the photochromic grid tracing technique we are able to

obtain the spatial and temporal information on streamwise vorticity distribution as well

as on the Reynolds stress distribution.

4.6.2. Experimental details

The same experiment which was conducted in Sec. 4.4 and in Sec. 4.5 was

repeated in this section. The initial conditions of this vortex ring/moving wall

interaction result in a Type II interaction: the incident vortex survives and the pair of

streaks break up.

The test area, located at the same position which is 25.4 cm downstream of the

exit of the orifice. Because the test area of the photochromic grid tracing technique is

limited, we adjusted it to cover a single streak and its adjacent area. It covered from 25

to 80 z+ from the center line of the flow and up to 40 y+ from the moving wall. Fig.

4.20 shows the optical configuration and the orientation of the laser beam. In this
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experiment we took advantage of the test area being close to the side window of the

kerosene tank, so that we could adjust the laser beams in the grid to be almost

orthogonal. This kind of optical arrangement will provide better resolution in the

direction which is perpendicular to the wall than that of the diamond shape grid box

used in vortex ring and Stokes' layer measurements.

The side view of the data acquisition and lighting system is shown in Fig. 4.21

including the Photosonic 35 mm movie camera, one 300 watt projector light 1: dlb, and

white color filter. A F1.2 Nikon lens and a 2.0 x QUANTARAY 7 ELEMENT Auto

Tele Converter were used to magnify the image; the background lighting was set at 60%

of the output through a potentiometer and was concentrated by a convex lens. The

repetition rate of the excimer laser was 2.5 Hz, that is, a fresh photochromic grid was

generated every 0.4 seconds. The images were recorded at 50 frames/second on Kodak

400 Tmax films and were processed in Microdol-X for 10 minutes at 70 F. The film was

digitized through the NAC film analyzer.

4.6.3. Results

Fig. 4.22 (a) and (b) show the results of the streamwise vorticity measurement,

the first photo of each set shown in Fig. 4.22 was photographed at 6.8 and 7.6 seconds

respectively after belt started, which corresponded to t = 55.3 and 61.8 respectively.

Those photos are selected from the same sequence of movie in (,mle experiment. Two

photos of each set were 0.02 second apart which corresponded to 0.5 t + apart.

Following the procedures mentioned in section 2, the data were deduced from

each set of the photos and the corresponding contour plots of the instantaneous

streamwise vorticity distribution were obtained, which are shown in Fig. 4.23.

Fig. 4.24 (a) through (f) represent the instantaneous Reynolds stress
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distributions which were also obtained from the same data base as that of Fig. 4.23 (a)

through (f).

4.6.4. Discussion and summary

In the early stage (see Fig. 4.23 (a) and (b)) of the formation of streamwise

vortices, the maximum value (0(1/sec.)) is about the noise level of this technique. Even

at this moment the visualization already shows the nicely-formed streaks at the test area

(Fig. 4.23 (a)-(d) almost correspond to the vortical structure shown in the end views of

Fig. 3.21 (a)-(d)). It means that even though the level of the streamwise vorticity is very

low, it is able to gather the dye marker together to form streaks. However, the velocity

information (see Fig. 4.17 (d)) shows that the velocity profile in the mean flow direction

appears to have a very strong defect in spanwise direction, that is, it has a very big

au/az.

As we follow the time evolution of the streamwise vorticity distribution shown in

Fig. 4.23 (a) and (b), a pair of counter-rotating streamwise vortices induced themselves
*

up to about y+ = 20, their strength, wx * was about 0.19. which is about one order of

magnitude less than the spanwise vorticity (the mean spanwise vorticity, Wz , in the wall

layer was about 1.04). A photo taken 0.02 second before t* = 58.6 (shown in Fig. 4.25

(a)) indicates that a pair of counter-rotating streamwise vortices formed from the wall

and moved upward. The old photochromic dye marker showed a blurry region in the

vicinity of the wall. It means that the fluid in this blurry region has relatively higher

speed because it comes from the near wall region and has high momentum. If we look

at this from the point of view of the turbulent boundary layer, this is just the low

momentum fluid ejected from the near wall region; this argument is also supported by

the velocity measurement shown in Fig. 4.17 (c) and (d) (s.;ced view of velocity

distribution in x-z plane shows the corresponding low momentum region). As soon as
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the edge of the pocket reached the measuring window (it started shortly before t =

55.3, evidence of this came from the result of visualization both in the water tank and in

the kerosene tank; see Fig. 3.21 (b)), this pair of streamwise vortices was dominated by

the pocket vortex which may come from the bending of existing spanwise vorticity (see

the difference between Fig. 4.23 (c) and (d)). The results show that the contribution

from aw/ay and av/az are almost equal; it may suggest this bending of an existing

vortex line from the spanwise direction to the streamwise direction. The fast outward

spreading of the edge of the pocket suggested that there was a strong pressure

perturbation from the incident vortex ring and a strong 8w/8y contributed to Wx .

The maximum wz associated with the vortex ring used in this interaction was

35/sec and the maximum measured wx was about 15/sec which corresponded to about

1/2 of the wz existing in the wall layer. The ratio (x/w z )max is about 0.43.

The total circulation of the strong vortex (the region with positive sign shown in

Fig. 4.23) increased dramatically from t = 58.6 to t* = 65.1, which is shown in Fig.

4.26. The turning of the direction of the pocket vortex (see Falco 1980b) to the

streamwise direction (i.e. the streamwise vorticity component will increase) is a possible

reason for the increase of the circulation (see Fig. 4.27). And the area of this strong

vortex may be caused by the shape of the pocket vortex as well as the viscous diffusion.

It separated about 20 t+ between t* = 58.6 and t* = 65.1; the viscous diffusion can do

something within 20 t + . This also can explain the decreasing of the peak value of the

streamwise vorticity wx * from 1.47 to 0.83 within 20 t + (see Fig. 4.23 (d) and (f)).

The vorticity contours also show the strength of the hairpin which was originally

the pair of streamwise vortices associated with each single streak. One leg of this

hairpin merged with the pocket vortex and the hairpin vortex was as a whole unit

induced by the pocket vortex (Fig. 4.28 shows the possible merging process). Fig. 4.23
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(c)-(e) shows the time evolution of this emerging. Fig. 4.26 also shows the total

circulation of one leg of this hairpin vortex (the region with negative sign shown in Fig.

4.23). The maximum strength of the streamwise vorticity, wx , associated with this lifted

hairpin was about 0.62. and the associated instantaneous Reynolds stress vw/uru r was

low compared with that associated with pocket vortex (see Fig. 4.24 (d), Reynolds stress

distribution). This means that the Reynolds stress associated with the streaky structure

was low and was about 30% of that of the pocket vortex. Thus, we have a detailed

breakdown of the contributions of the long streaks and the pockets to streamwise

vorticity and the Reynolds stress produced by it.

4.7. Summary

4.7.1. The photochromic technique - an accurate and powerful technique

Data derived by the photochromic technique has been used throughout this

section. Using a photochromic mesh of small enough size, instantaneous fluid dynamic

quantities over a two-dimensional field can be measured. The predicted accuracy

through the classical error analysis described in section 2 has been confirmed in the

Stokes' layer measurement. Using this technique we have quantified the velocity and

vorticity distributions of the two originally independent fluid flows (i.e. the Stokes' layer

and the vortex ring) of the vortex ring/moving wall interactions. We have also

measured both temporal and spatial information pertaining to the velocity

distributions and streamwise vorticity distributions associated with the vortex

ring/moving wall interaction.

4.7.2. Further understanding of turbulence production process through the vortex

ring/moving wall interaction model

The visual and photochromic technique derived results of the vortex
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ring/moving wall interaction simulation indicate that this model not only demonstrates

qualitative agreement with the near wall boundary layer phenomena but also

quantitatively captures the correct kinematical magnitudes associated with this

phenomena. This was demonstrated in the velocity measurements associated with the

vortex ring/moving wall interaction in that the characteristics of the low speed streaks

were fully revealed. Furthermore, the model studies show that the streamwise vorticity

associated with the streaky structure is about one order of magnitude less than the

mean spanwise vorticity. We realized that the pocket vortex plays a very important role

through the streamwise vorticity measurements. The pocket vortex is apparently

responsible for the instability of the streaks, and it is the major contributor to the

Reynolds stress. The secondary hairpin vortices which formed on the low speed streaks

are not as important, in terms of both vorticity and Reynolds stress, as the pocket

vortex.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER COMMENT

5.1. Conclusions

As addressed in section 1 work this period involved a combination of both the

technical development of LIPA technique and its application towards understanding the

basic physics of the bursting process in turbulent boundary layer flows. The major

findings of this two phase experimental study can be summarized as follows:

1. A major extension of LIPA (Laser Induced Photochemical Anemometry) that

enables the instantaneous velocity, velocity gradient, vorticity, and Reynolds stress to be

obtained over a two-dimensional domain of a fluid flow has been developed and

demonstrated. Calibration depends only upon a time and a length scale. Comparison of

measurements with the exact solution in a Stokes' layer indicates that its accuracy can

be predicted by classical analysis, and is comparable or better than that achievable with

the best single point probe techniques. Furthermore, the LIPA is not restricted to

slowly varying flows as are so many flow visualization techniques. Using the LIPA

technique we have also quantified both temporal and spatial information pertaining to

the velocity distributions and streamwise vorticity distributions associated with the

vortex ring/moving wall interaction.

2. The vortex ring/moving wall simulation incorporates all the evolutions and

structural features associated with the turbulence production process. It dramatically

demonstrates that streamwise vortices are not required to produce streamwise streaks.

When the streak spacing obtained in the simulation is conditioned by the probability of

occurrence of typical eddy scales found in the boundary layer, we see that the
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simulation provides the correct streak spacing (approximately 100 wall layer units). It

also appears that turbulent boundary layer control leading to drag reduction can be

realized by fostering the conditions suggested by the simulations which will increase the

probability of having stable interactions.

3. The visual and LIPA technique derived results of the vortey ring/moving wall

interaction simulation indicate that this model not only demonstrates qualitative

agreement with the near wall boundary layer phenomena, but also quantitatively

captures the correct kinematical magnitudes associated with this phenomena. This was

demonstrated in the velocity measurements associated with the vortex ring/moving wall

interaction, in that the characteristics of low speed streaks were fully revealed.

Furthermore, the model studies show that the streamwise vorticity associated with the

streaky structure is about one order of magnitude less than the mean spanwise vorticity.

And finally, the model studies also realize that the secondary hairpin vortices formed on

the low speed streaks are not as important, in terms of both vorticity and Reynolds

stress, as the pocket vortex.

5.2. Further comment

1. The calibration of the LIPA technique depends on only a time and a length

scale; there is further room for improvement. In practice, determining the intersecting

points of the grid lines is limited by the grain size of the film used, and the distortion of

the developing process. Improvements in the grain limitation can be made by using a

large format still camera with a shuttering mechanism that will enable a double

exposure of the grid to be made on one plate. Image processing techniques have also

been demonstrated to increase the accuracy and repeatability of the results.

2. Current limitations of the LIPA technique include the need to work in organic
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liquids, which are required to dissolve the chemicals, and available penetration of the

laser beam into the liquid. The way to generalize this technique to be used in popular

fluid media is ongoing at the Turbulence Structure Laboratory, Michigan State

University. This ongoing research includes the study of new chemicals which can be

used for water, and the scanning technique which can be used to improve the

penetration problem.

3. The 'moving' LIPA technique can be used to obtain the Lagrangian

information in many turbulent and unsteady flows. Its future is very promising.

A detailed description of the related simulataneous hot-wire flow visualization

work being performed will be described in a later report.
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Fig. 2.2 A schematic of the stretching of the photochromic line in shear flow.
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Fig. 2.3 The dependence of the quality of photochromic line on its orientation in shear
flow.
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351NM WAVELENGTH, 500 MM CONVEX LENS
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Fig. 2.5 The divergence characters of the laser beam after a F-500mm convex lens.
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Fig. 2.6 The specular reflection from the beam divider.
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Fig. 2.7 A photo of the beam divider.
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Fig. 2.8 A photo of the output of the divider showing the Fraunhofer diffraction.
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Fig. 2.9 A sketch of the optical configuration for generating a grid in Fig. 2.10 (a).
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Fig. 2.11 Algorithm to obtain the wall shear stress using photochromic technique.
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Fig. 2.12 Procedure for conversion of the displacemcont of a grid box to velocities.
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Fig. 2.13 Decomposition of the velocities used to calculate the circulation around a grid
box.
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POCKET STREAKS POCKET

Fig. 3.1 Two pockets and a pair of streaks as seen in wall slit visualization of a
turbulent boundarv laver using smoke as the contaminant in air. the slit is at the top of
the photo and the flow is from top to bottom. (Falco 1 QS81)
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V-

Instantaneous turbulent boundary laver

\,()K11I RIM .,

Simulated vortex ring/wall shear layer

FiT.3.2 The basic idea behind the simulation. Performing a Galilean transformation on
the vortex ring/moving wall interaction makes in a model of the turbulent houndary
production process, (a) instantaneous turbulent boundary laver: (h) simulated vortex
ring/wall shear layer.
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Fig. 3.6 Streaks form from the stretchin~i of the lifted hairpin for U r/LU. 0.8.
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Fig. 3.7 Six photos of a vortex ring/moving wall interaction for Ur/Uw < 0.3 5 when the
ring moves toward the wall at a 3 degree angle. Both plan and side views are shown.
The ring and the wall are moving to the right and only the wallward side of the ring has
dye in it. The interaction results in a pair of long streaks, a pocket and its associated
hairpin lift-up, which then gets partially ingested into the ring.
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Fig. 3.8 Hairpins form over streaks.
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Fig. 3.11 Four photos of the evolution for 6/D > .15. In this case a pocket does not
form, and it appears that the hairpin has been generated by the initial vortex ring/wall
interaction.
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Fig. 3.12 Four photos of the interaction for 6/D < .15. In this case pinch-off of a
portion of the lifted hairpin does occur, creating a new small vortex ring.
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Fig. 3.13 The dependence of the formations and evolutions of streaks on 6 /D and
Ur/U, for D + > 250 and a 3 degree incidence angle. The indicated boundaries
between different evolutions are approximate.
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Fig. 3.14 The dependence of 5 /D on Ur/Uw for rings moving away from the wall at 2.5
degrees. 4/D now plays a much more Important role, and long streaks are generated
over the entire speed ratio range studied.
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Fig. 3.15 The dependence of the streak spacing in wall units on the size of the vortex
riig in wall units, for an incidence angle of 3 degrees and Ur/Uw = .31. The thickness
of the wall layer (in wall units) is shown next to each data point.
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Fig. 3.16 The dependence of the streak spacing on the speed ratio and angle.
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Fig. 3.17 The non-dimensionalized streamwise wavelength that sets in as a function of
8 for different Ur/U w and angles.
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Fig. 3.18 A comparison between ring and streak satbility the of a three degree ring
moving towards the wall.
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Fig. 3.19 The dependence of the time to instability of the streaks on the wall layer
thickness (both quantities are non-dimensionalized by wall layer variables) for three
degree incidence rings.
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Fig. 3.20 (a) A photo of a hairpin vortex in three-view flow visualization;
(b) A sketch of the vGA -tical inoli of the hairpin vortex;
note that the arrows indicate the sign of ratation
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Fig. 3.21 Four photos of the three-view visualization; each photo is 10 t + apart.
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Fig. 3.21 Cont.
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I. HAIRP IN

", SECONDARY HAIPIN

X

Fig. 3.22 A conceptual picture describing the spatial relationship of the formation of
visual features observed in the vortex ring/moving wall interaction including the mainhairpin vortex, secondary hairpin vortices, long streaks, and pocket; the arrows indicate
the local flow direction.
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Fig. 3.23 A photo showing the laser illuminated end view flow visualization for a fastring moving away from the wall. The observed long streaks were just the legs of thelifted hairpin vortex; they were one unit. The dye marker actually concentrated withinthe streamwise vortices. The sign of the vorticitv shown in Fig. 4.23 (b) is consistent withthat associated with the hairpin vortex shown in' Fig. 4.20 (b).
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Fig. 3.24 eTh conceptual picture summarizing the spatial evolution of the vortex
ring/moving wall interaction for Ur/Uw>0. 6 when the vortex ring moves away from the
wall.
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Fig. 4.1 A schematic of experimental apparatus of the Stokes' layer measurement; the
moving belt system is similar to what was used in water tank.
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Fig. 4.4 Two photos from the result which are 0.05 second apart: these photos were
taken for U W = 12.7 cm/sec and belt running time t = S.2S seconds: the belt moved
from riight to left.
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Fig. 4.5 The nondimensionalized velocity profile for two belt running speeds where thle

solid line represents the exact solution.
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Fig. 4.6 Results of the velocity gradient 8u/dy obtained from double differentiation
and of the spanwise vorticity obtained from circulation approach are shown in this
figure where they are compared with the exact solution (represented by solid line).
Everything is nondimensionalized by the similarity variables of the exact solution. A
check of continuity equation is also shown in this figure.
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Fig. 4.7 A schematic of the experimental configuration used to generate and measure
the vortex ring.
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FIo 4.9 1Two photos of thle rcSu it which arc 0.07 second apart
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Fig. 4.10 The instantaneous velocities distribution along two axes of the ring.
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CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
*..ConfwAt fnemmemt .0.. Wer. AV.Sullivan at al.
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Fig. 4.11 The instantaneous circulation distribution of the ring, which also shows the
results obtained by Sullivan et al. (1973) for different Reynolds numbers and shows
Hill's exact solution of a spherical vortex.
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Fig. 4.12 The instantaneous vorticity distribution over a vortex ring.
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Fig. 4.13 Four sets of photos with both top view and side view describing the time
evolution of vortex ring/moving wall interactions in the conditions of Ur/Uw = 0.26, 3
degree of incident angle, 6/D = 0.18 and Uw = 15.5 cm/sec.
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t* 24.4 (t = 3.0 sec.)

t.G -MEASUREMENT POINTS
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Fig. 4.17 The time evolution of the streamwise velocity distribution at the measurement
points. The dotted lines represent the undisturbed velocity profiles of the Stokes' layer.
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Fig. 4.18 The constant velocity lines In y-z plane.
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Fig. 4.19 The velocity defect or gain with respect to the undisturbed wall layer shown in
(a). These sets o)f data had been converted to the turbulent boundary layer point of view
by performing the Galilean transformation.
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Fig. 4.20 A photo of the optical configuration and the orientation of the laser beam.
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FIg. 4.22 The result of the streamwise vorticity measurement. Those photos are selected
from the same sequence of movie in one experiment. Two photos of each set were 0.02
second apart which corresponded to 0.5t + apart.
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Fig. 4.23 The contour plots of the instantaneous streamnwise vorticity distribution.
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Fig. 4.25 A photo taken 0.02 second be fore t =6.8 se coil s (shown In V.5.25 ()
indicates that a pair of Counter-rotatinge strearnwise vortices formed fromh the wall and
moved Upward.
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CIRCULATION VS TIME
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Fig. 4.26 The time evolution of total circulation of the strong vortex (the region with
positive sign in Fig.5.22 (c)-(e); and the time evolution of the total circulation of one leg
of the hairpin (the region with negative sign in Fig. 5.22 (c)-(e)).
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APPENDIX A

ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE PHOTOCHROMIC GRID TRACING TECHNIQUE
FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF VORTICITY

Consider a unit of the mesh (see Fig. A-1). The corners of the undistorted mesh

are defined as points la to 4a in counterclockwise rotation. We will assume that the

mesh is spaced c and that a worse case line movement between images is 1/2 the mesh

width. After time At the mesh square will move to position lb to 4b. The vorticity

W= al - au/8y

(Yla-ylb)/At -(y2a-y2b)/At

(x2a-xla)

(Xl&-xlb)/At -(x4a-x4b)/At

where, (y4a-yla)

Ya -Ylb =AyI =1/ 2 c

y2a - Y2b = A411 = 1/2 c

Y4a- Yla = AyI 11 = E

xla -xlb =AxI = 1/2 c

x4a -x4b = AxI = 1/2Ec

x2a - x~a AxiII =E

t- t1 = At

(Ay1 - Ayj 1)/At (AX1 - AX1 I/A
Wz =-------------------------------

Ax111 All

The uncertainty in the measurement of vorticity (Stoz) is thus,

(6wz) 2 =(awz/8Ayl . 6Ayl) 2 + (auoz/8Ayii - 8Ayl 1)2

AlI



* (awz/aAy1Ij 0 6Ayj 11)2 + (awz/aAx1 _ 56x1)2

* (awz/OAxli . SAX 11)2 + (awz1/aAX111 _ . IJ)

* (&oz/8At - 6At)2

Estimates of the magnitudes of the terms are:

awz/a3At =-((Ayj - yl/xl/A2

+ ((Ax1 - Axll)/Ayj 11/(At) 2

=-((1/2 c - 1/2 c)/E/(At) 2

&3w/aAyl = I/At .AXII 1_ /At

awzl~yll= -1/At .Ax 111  1/At C

awz/aAyll, ((Ax, Ax1 )/At)/(Ayj1 1)2 z(1/2c -1/2c)/At c

awza~x =-1/6t .AY 1 j1= -1/At c

aw2/aAx11  = 1/At *Ay111 2 1/At *

awz/a3,X 11I = -((Ay1 - Ay1 )/At)/(Ax 111)2 = (1/2 E -1/2E )/At c C2

Therefore 5wz squared is equal to:

(6z2= (SE/2EAt) 2 + (6c/2cAt) 2 + 0 + (8c/2cAt) 2

+ (S c/2c At) 2 + (6,E/2c At) 2 + 0 + 0

= 4 ( 2EA)

Finally,

= 1/t)SEe to the first order in c.

A 2



For example, (see Fig. A.2) assume that

96. meshing spacing = 1000 ym

97. line width = 100 pm

98. 10% reading error in reading the center of the 100 ym line, i.e. 6 E = 10 Mm;

.*. 5 c/C = 0.01

if At = 0.01 second (between two frames), we will have

z = (/At)(SE/E) = 1/sec

A3
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Experments in Fluids 6. 305-3l5 (198 Experiments in Fluids
Springer-\crlaL 1988

Vortex ring/viscous wall layer interaction model
of the turbulence production process near walls*

C. C. Chu and R. E. Falco

Turbulence Structure Laboratory. Dept. of Mechanical Engineering. Michigan State L nlsers,1\. I at Lansig. MIl 48X124. SA

Abstract. An experimental simulation of the interaction of wortes near s alls. because of the difficult\ of i,olati ng mecha-
ring-like eddies with the sublayer of a turbulent boundary layer I, nism, s\hen experiments are conducted in the boundars
insestigated. .An artificialls generated sortex ring interacting w~ith

S laer ios s A CoOd Sitmulation imuLst emnbody the essentiala Stokes' Iaver enables insestigation of the interaction %% ith repro-
ducible initial conditions and in the absence of background tur- fettures of the production process. In this paper s e report
bulence. All of the observed features in the turbulent boundary a ness obsersation inl turbulent boundary lavers that helps
layer production process such as the streaky structure, the pockets. COInplCte tile picture o" structural f'eattrc interactions. and
the hairpin vortices, streak lift-up, oscillation. and breakup. have then preent an experimental simulaltion thal models all
been observed It) form. The model sho\s us that hairpin wortlice,
can pinchoff and reconnect forming new ortex ring-like eddies. of the Important properties.
interestingly, the model includes interactions that occur with hIs\ I Urbulent bound.ars la\er structure that should hc
probability in the turbulent boundary layer. but ,khich contributc modeled 1elnudes the lone streaks ( Runstadler et al. 1963 1.significantl.y to transport, and may be the esents most readil\ con- the pocket,, I-alco 19S1 a. 1981b). tie hairpins (-alto

trollable. I 982. Acarlar and Smith 1984). the Typical eddies 0 [alco

Lis . symb9 . and coherent region, of streamvise \orticits
List of symbols *tnd/or streamsise sortices. lasically. these structural

1) the diameter of a kortes ring fcatures ha\e been shoss n to be associated \ith the pro-
R,, Reynolds number based on momentum thickness dUt'ion process. hut the formation of the structures and
T time to instability the interactions are not corn plelels understood. A number

as, aerage time betseen pockets of i s\cSstiators ha\e studied the fornation of los speed
U convection %elocitv streaks. ( )ldaker and Tiederman (1977) obsersed that a
L', \elocitvofa \ortex ring

TI- conxection selocity ofa Typical edds pair of' lo\s speed streaks forned as a result of tile re-
selocit\ of the mo% ing belt sponse to \hat appeared to be a sequence of local high

it. friction velocit\ ,peed outer region eddies interacting with tile s\all and
U, freestrean velocity aliued alone a stream\ise direction. Tile path left b\ the
\ coordinate in the main flowk direction
I coordinate normal to the surface outer region disturbances clearly formed a high speed
- spanwise coordinate streak. Falco ( 19 81 a) obser\ ed the formation of loss speed
J the Stokes' laver thickness streaks in pairs b\ a similar mechanism. Although loss
0 momentum thickness of the shear layer speed streaks are often observed to exist singl, care must
V kinematic viscosity
, streanisise waselength be taken shen interpreting lov speed streak formation.

shear stress because once formed the los speed streaks can persist for
(9: spanwise vorticit. \or lono times (Smith and Metzler 1983). and hae
. tqit'scipr.f si i pl cons ected into the observ ation lone.

) non-dimensionali/ed b\ ri li. Since the mid fifties. it has been suggested that long

cotnler rotating streamss ise vortices exist in the ss all re-
gion and that pairs of these vortices produce a gathering

I Introduction of ssal! l(aer d\e between them that vie see as the lo

There is at need to construct both experimental and nut- speed streaks. A high speed streak would be the result ofThighespeed teetidobeingtinducedttowardsithenwallabetwee

merical simulations of the turbulence production process high speed fluid being induced towards the wall beteen
_a pair of these streamwise vortices rotating the other ssay.

* A version of this paper was presented at the Ith Symposium A number of authors have suggested causes for these
on Turbulence, University of Missouri-Rolla. Sept. 22-_4. 196 streati\tise vortices. The currently most popular stg-
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gestion is that they are the 'legs' of hairpin vortices that Pocket Streaks Pocket
are also observed in the wall region. However, as Acarlar
.11x Smith t19.!, have pointcd out. it ,, ,ery 1,rc to
understand how the hairpin legs could extend upstream as
far as would be necessary to produce streaks of length
A= 0 ( 1000). Thus, there is still no experimental evi-
dence supporting the various rational physical hypotheses
describing the formation of long streaks.

Another feature of the wall region structure is the fre-
quent rearrangement of marker that moves it away from a
local region. leaving a scoured 'pocket' of low marker con-
centration. Figure I shows two pockets as seen in a laver
of smoke marked sublayer fluid. Pockets are footprints of
outer region motions that interact with the wall. Falco
(1980a) showed that they start out as a movement of wall
laser fluid away from a location as a high speed outer Fig. I. Two pockets and a pair of streaks as seen in wall slit

n\iualization of the sublayer of a turbulent boundary layer usingr esmoke as the contaminant in air: the slit is at the top of the photo.
%%all. The interaction results in the footprint opening up and the flo%' is from top to bottom
into a developed pocket shape. Fluid is seen to lift-up
from the downstream end of the pocket. and take on the ments. However, no one has ever observed them, and
characteristics of a hairpin vortex (Falco 1982).c har rst lof obseairvedharpins apearing to82. fomov recent calculations of turbulent channel flow using the fullW e ha ve also o bserved h airp ins ap p earing to fo rm o ver a i r S o e eq t o n ( K m 1 8 .h ve s w n h t t e
individual streaks. The streak is seen to become lumpy, Na "hicr-Stokes equations (Kim 1986). have shown that the
and one of the lumps grows and a hairpin emerges from eddies which have streatwise vorticity are not elongatedin the stream direction.
it. Acarlar and Smith (1984) have also observed hairpins We will present new boundary layer observations on
growing over simulated streaks, and it appears. in a tur-
bulent boundary layer, the formation of streamwise streaks, show that the vortex

The microscale coherent motions observed across a tur- ring/wall laver simulation can exhibit all of the structural
features discussed above, and help us understand theirbulent boundary layer, which are similar to laminar
formation and interactions.vortex rings embedded in a shear flow, are called Typical

eddies. They have been studied by Falco (1974, 1977,
1982. 1983). who showed that they contribute significantly
to the Reynolds stress in the outer part of the boundary 2 Experimental techniques
layer, and that they are the excitation eddies that create The boundary layer motions were made visible by seedine
the pockets. Experiments using two mutually orthogonal

determine, the low\ with 0.5 - 5 micron oil droplets. and illuminatingsheets of laser light enabled Falco (1980b) to thetolrminwit
as far as the smoke marking allows, that the coherent laser light spread into sheets that could be
feature ",as a ring. as opposed to a portion of' a hairpin placed parallel to the wall in the wall region. or perpen-featue. ws arngested oed tod Band p ahairpin1). dicular to the wall and parallel to the flow, or both. The
vortex, as suggested by Head and Bandyopad8yay so9e1%.

Both types of hairpin creation mechanisms described technique has been described by Falco (1980c). so we ill
above can produce hairpins that can pinch-off and form not repeat the details here. A new twist, used in these new

new vortex rings. Falco (1983) showed visual evidence of experiments, which was of particular value in finding the

a hairpin lifting from the downstream end of a pocket, long streaks and their correspondence with the coherent
motions above the wall, was the capability to observe the

contorting and pinching off to form a new vortex ring-like wot o soe ia las he parllel to the wal

Fypical eddy. This pinch-off mechanism has also been

clearly shown to occur in the calculations of Mom et atl. while we could simultaneously observe the motion above

11986) mentioned above. the wall in a laser sheet perpendicular to the wall and

Many investigators have noted the presence of stream- parallel to the flow.

wise vortices in the wall region. Almost without exception,
the vortices have been of short extent (Praturi and Brod- 2.1 I Vrtex ringlp/loring 11allsimulation-
key 1978, Falco 1980b. Smith 1982). A number of investi-
gators have suggested that streamwise vortices of much We can simulate the interaction of a Typical eddy with
greater extent exist in the wall region, essentially laying the viscous wall region of a turbulent boundary layer by
just above the wall in pairs, which are responsible for the creating a vortex ring and having it convect towards or
creation of both low and high speed streaks. This evidence away from a moving wall. For convenience, we have used
is of a statistical nature, usually from correlation measure- an impulsively started wall. It has the advantages of being
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Dye reservoir'

-eas- Fig. 2. Sidc and end iews of a schematic ofthe
experimental apparatus used in the v ortex ring/
nc e ning v all si mulations

an exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equations (Stokes' laser 11ovk on the moving belt could he considered t,,o-
first problem), and therefore is well defined. Furthermore. dimensional. One of the rollers is dri\ en by a 1/4 hp I)C
the velocity profile is approximately linear in the wall motor (6). The spccd of the belt is adjustable within the
region which is similar to the mean ,elocitv profile of the range of 2.5 cn/s to 22.9 cm/s. The belt reaches a constant
viscous sublayer of a turbulent boundary layer. It is rela- speed \cry soon (within a second) after power is turned
tively easy to match the friction velocity in these simula- on. This short acceleration period allows us to consider
lions with those found in low Reynolds number turbulent the belt to be impulsiely started. As the belt moves, a
boundary layers. We can also match the Reynolds number Stokes' layer builds up on the belt. A mixture of red food
and relative convection velocity of the Typical eddies. coloring and \water is used to mark the wall layer for vis-

Experimental simulations were performed in a water ualization. The belt is co\ered with dye before each run
tank which is 0.41 in deep by (.32 i wide by 2.44 m long. during a 'd e run' using a d',e injector near the leading
Figure 2 shows the side view and end view of the experi- roller of the belt. showvn in [t!. 2 (7). The fluid is allov,ed
mental apparatus which includes a vortex ring generating to come to complete rest before each 'data run'.
de~ice, a moving belt and driving arrangement.st svn- The opening duration time of the solenoid valve, and
chronizing timer, and visualization recording devices, the time dela, between the onset of the belt movemrent

The vortex ring generating device includes a constant and release of the vortex ring. are controlled b a it115
head reser-oir from which fluid, which could be dyed. VAC/60 F1z timer designed in the laboratory. Since the
passes through a solenoid valve whose opening time could thickness of the Stokes' layer. 6. is a function of the square
be varied, and an orifice of prescribed size (Fig. 2. items root of the belt run time, by carefully adjusting the time
/. 2. and 3). The constant head reservoir (item 1) is filled dela,. we can adjust ,&/'D as desired.
with a mixture of 10 ppm Fluorescent Sodium Salt Sigma The primary visual data consisted of simultaneous plan
No. F-6377 green dye and water solution. As the solenoid and side view time resolved images which were collected
\ale (2) opens, a slug of dyed fluid is released from the using a standard video camera, a VCR. and a monitor.
orifice (3) by the pressure head. and rolls up into a vortex and are shown in the end view of Fig. 2. The side view
rine. Three different inner diameters of the orifice have \%as often illuminated by a laser sheet emitted from an
been used: 2.54 cm, 1.27 cm. and 0.95 cm. The size and , W Coherent CR-8 Supergraphite Argon Ion Laser. The
speed of the vortex ring generated depends upon both the xisual data were analyzed on a high resolution monitor
height of the d.e reservoir and the opening duration time with a superimposed calibrated scale, using the slow
of the solenoid %alhe for a fixed orifice. The details ,%ere motion capabilities of the recorder.
discussed in Liang (1994).

[he %%all upon which the vortex ring interacted is ac-
tuall% a nio, ing belt (4) made of transparent plastic which 3 New boundary 'ayer observations
has a smooth surface. Two ends of the belt are joined to-
gether to form a loop. which circulates around two rollers A major discovery made during this investigation is that
(51 as shown in Fig. 2. The width of the belt is !7.8 cm: as a Tvpisaai eddy convects over the wall, it causes an
and the distance between the two rollers is 152.4 cm. The interaction that results in the formation of a pair of long
test section is at 76.2 cm downstream from one of the streaks. If the Typical eddy is convecting towards the wall,
rollers, giving us a Stokes' layer for this distance (if the when it gets close enough, it will cicate a pocket. and have
belt is run longer. Blasius effects begin to eater into the one of four types of interactions defined below. The crea-
problem). This width/length ratio is sufficient to prevent tion of the long streaks occurs even when the Typical
the disturbances generated in the comers from reaching the eddies are quite distant from the wall. well into the log
center of the belt at the test section. Therefore. the wall region.
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()bserwations mentioned above have indicated that To interpret the results ot' the iortex ring/mo% ing %k all
hairpin \ortices can form as t result of' pocket evolution interactions in terms of turbulent boundar, layer inter-
and as a result of lumping instability of existing low speed actions., we mu pr',rm: (:.Nc.n ir.nsfo;;11ati1 a. Ai,
steaks. We nave now identified another mechanism that .elocit\ field. Our interpretation of the simulation has
can result in the formation of hairpin vortices. When a been to identif' the Stokes* layer with the viscous "all
Ixpical eddy is moxing away from the -. all at a shallow region which extends to v- approximatel[ 30-50. The
angle and .%hen it is moving relatively slowly, say mean ,elocit, at this height is approximatelx 70-0",
I, /U, < 0.4. it will create a pair of long very stable of U, . Thus.
streaks that trail behind a hairpin vortex that lifts-up
slowl1\. The eddv' can be as far from the wall as indicated I -TI/1, a (I - ',/I
above, and thus,. will conxect appre.ia.ly downstream where a represents the outer region velocity defect xshich
before the hairpin will be noticed. It max con,,ect out of a k e cannot simulate (20-30"/,,1. Thus. in thinking about the
field of iew. leax ing the obser\er with the impression implications for the turbulent boundary laer. basicall,
that the [orniation of the hairpin did not involve the co- high speed ratios in the simulations correspond to los%
herent motion. conection velocities of the Typical eddies in the bound-

Thus. only one coherent motion - interacting with the arv laxer.
wall - is neccsary to create the long streaks, the pockets A,,-.. result, we expect the Typical eddies that emerge
and the hairpins. Since all of the remaining structire 'ron wall layer fluid (through a pinch-oTot'Iifed hairpin
found in the xxall region is related to these structures. we xortices. for example) to have a low convectlon \elocit\.
can say that the Typical eddy is responsiblc for the onset Since these are mo\inc away from the \wall. they will cor-
of'the turbulent production process. respond to fast rings moving away from the wall. These

exhibit long streak Formation which is stable, and pinch-
off. depending upon the thickness of the wall layer. We do

4 Vorte\ ring/moving wall simulation of the turbulence see long stable lo speed streaks in the boundar\ laver.
production process and w\e have limited evidence of hairpin pinch-off. On the

other hand, Typical eddies that are conecting towards
We can simulate the interaction of a Typical eddy with the xsall will be of relativelx high speed. and thusthe wall region of'a tuirbuilent b-maN e ng ar s,11imlted bx loboundary layer by creating a ,loxv speed vortex rings moving towards the
ortex ring and having it convect towards a movin , wall. aIl.

Both the wall and the ring mo\e in the same direction. The Reynolds numbers based upon the initial ring
Figure 3 shows the basic idea behind the simulation. The \elocitx and diameter of the dyed ring bubble. n. ranges
sortex rin can be aimed at or arsay from the vall at between 900 and 2000. When created away from walls.
shallow angles. these rings remain stable to azimuthal instabilities oxer

P~

a

O Fig. 3 a. ndb.The basic idea behind the
simulation. Performing a Galilean transfor-
mation on the vortex ring/moving wall in-
teraction make-, it a model of the turbulent

p _,- o boundary laver production process a in-
.."- q A,-, stantaneous "turbulent boundary layer. b

S b - 77 - 7, , ,, ,, ,,,,, , sim ulated vo rtex ring /w all shear lay er
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durations longer than those used in the interaction ex- hairpin of wall layer fluid which gets ingested into the
, tjn' in -. chaotic breakdown of' both the lifted

hairpin and the vortex ring. as the vortex ring is moving
away from the wall. Type IV also initiates a hairpin vortex.

5 Vortex ring/moving wall interactions but in this case the hairpin vortex is ingested into the ring
on a much shorter timescale. and the ring and lifted wail

We will describe the model in terms of the velocity ratios layer fluid both breakdown while the ring is very close to
the wall.

and spatial relationships of the simulation. Later in the the eal.

discussion, we will invoke the Galilean transformation to L et and ! 0. and tex obsrveD the ae

relate the findings to the turbulent boundary layer case. fou type of inrc0. anu expere inda thatoif
focur types of interaction-,. Ou, experI ments indicate that it'

D' < 150 and 6' is between 20 and 50. we can also obtain

5 k,Fat ring (LU L,, > 0.45) moving towards the w1ll the four types of interactions noted above. buit. in addi-
tion. we found that long streaks also formed. In these

Interactions which result from these rings have been de- cases, a hairpin grew out of the open end of the pocket. its
scribed by Liang et al. (1983. The result in the forma- legs stretched and a pair of streamwise streaks formed

tion of' a pocket. and varying degrees of' lift-up of wit alongside the hairpin legs. The streaks grew to several
hundred wall uinits. This observation is in contrast to thelaxer luid. The interactions have been divided into four suggestions of a number of investigators that a lifted

t, pc., Fig~ire 4 shows sketches of the four types of interac -

tion. Type I results in a minor rearrangement of the ai hairpin ortex would induce a single streak to form be-tMeen its legs.
layer fluid: followed by the ring moving away from the

[all essential]\ undisturbed. Type II results in a well
defined lift-up of wall layer fluid, which takes on a 5.2 S/w ringzx L',/ ', < 0.35) moving toward It wa//
hairpin configuration. This fluid does not get ingested t asha/low angh'
into the ring. and the ring moves away from the wall
perturbed. but still a stable ring. The hairpin has been These initial conditions result in a pair of long low: speed
obsersed to pinch-off, or just move back down towards streaks.. = N (1.000). a pocket. and hairpins which
the wall and dissipate. Type Ill results in a lifted induce thcmselxes and portions of the streaks to lift-up.

a

) ) ) )

cc (
C

CC

d
[rer ,or nf wo.i mrrton

Fig. 4a-d. Sketches of the four types of local vortex ring/moving interactions (see text for explanation)
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Fig. Sit-f. Six photos of a vortex ring/moving wall interaction for U,/U < 0.35 when the ring mnoses towNard the %kall al a 3' ange-
Kith plan and side %esss are shown, the ring and the %%all are nming to the right. onts the \%As armad side of the ring has ds e in it: Vhei
interaction results, in a pair of long streaks pnor to the onset of a pocket and its associated hairpirn lift-up. %% hich then get, partiall\ Ingested
into the ring

1- cure shows six photos of this happening prior to the formed a pair of' long. x cry stable. low speed streaks. A
Otnsel Of at Txpe Ill interaction. We can see the formation pocket is not observed. The evol utioS of' the hat mmn iti
oft the pair of' low% speed streaks. followed by the formna- this case has beetn observed to lead to the pinch-off' of, !his
tliotn of' the pocket. and the associated hairpin kift--up. then hairpin. fortmting at ortex ring. .and another hai rpinr.
partial ingestion of' the pocket hairpin. The ring latter I-1 1icU re 6 s h, ws f ,our photos of' the evolution leadine ito the
breaks, Lip. The streaks that form uinder these conditions creation of' a new% vortex ring. The long stable streaks
become \\a\\ and slowly breakdown resulting in additional xx ieh form come closer and closer together. indicatine
lift-uIP and transport. Hairpins have been observed to that the streamw ise vorticit\ which caused them, and
form over these streaks. The initial conditions are two- whichi is of' opposite sigtn. is being stretched and brought
dimensional. The moving belt is started from rest. so that er\ close to- ether. Diffusion is accelerated, and the
the laver approximates at Stokes' layer. These streaks haxe %orticit\ is, redistributed into at vortex ring and a hairpin
obviouslN not formed as the result of the pre-existence of' loop. F.igure 7 show s long. v ery stable streaks and a long
streamnwise vortices. but spanw-ise vorticity has been dis- stretched hairpin which does not pinch-oif over the dis-
torted to give at streamnwise component, and it is clear lance ax ailable due to size limitations of the experimental
fromt the Navier Stokes equations that new streamwise f'acilit\ - more than 2500( wkall laver units. There are two
xiorticity has also been generated at the wall. itnitial conditions that may Cause this kind of' long stretched

streamwisc vorticity to evolve into a hairpin: (1) &D is

5. uv ins/ lt* > 0.45) mlovinlg iwat-/roni t/t If \er\ small: 12) the ring is far away from the wall. FurtherW.3 (I-t igl.0 study concerning the effects of ring to wall distance is
i needed.

These initial conditions result in a hairpin vortex which is
linked to the distributed streawise vorticity that has
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side

a ,~

Fig. 6a - d. Four photos of' a vortex/ring moving wall interaction for 'U,> 0.45 Miehn the ringt is mo\ Ing as\ a fronm the %% all at a

2.i anle Boh panand side \ieA s a re showsn. the rng isat the uipper right Ot' the1LC id l ring and tIll aTc 1110 IncL 1 oIC TeL1

thtthe streaniwkise %orticit\ which Caused them. and \%hich is of opposite sign. is heing tretchILd and comlin lm, IT i(ItcvlIC. I)[
csoluiton ceads to pinch-otfl and the creation of a nets vortex ringe

5.4 ' /oiv rings U,/ U, < (L45 motvIii! anav/'m Irool fi/

Ill aI .shaloit am!1t'h

These initial condlitions result in at hairpin lntn 'tos il

pair of' long. stable, low% speed streaks eniergc \ po'ekcij .-r n a also not observ ed. The phenomena of' ha Irpli m;'ilti b

for this case, appears to depend upon k) 1) It 1) ;1t
we get pinch-off. but onl\ at part of' the fl uid Ins ol Ill
the hairpin is observed to pinch-otff and formn the iteL It

OID is Llreater, and the ring mloses ass as front tlte ss lll
without ingesting anyv wall layer fluid (tI pc I kir l1t. tltc
lifted hairpin appears to do s'erv little,. [igure sht

a b four photos of the evolution for &D/i > 0. 1 c. In tltis case a
pocket does not form. and it appears that the hairptn has,
been generated by the initial vortex ring/wAall interaction.

Fig. 7a and b. Same conditions as Fig. 6. except that the wall and that a pair of streamnwise vortices - which Could be
layer is very thin, so NuD is small: We obtain long very stable
streaks and a long stretched hairpin which does not pinch-off over called its legs - trail behind. creating the streak pair.
the 2.500 wall layer distance of the facility: the time between each Pinch-off' does not Occur. Figure 9 shows f'our photos of-
photo is approximately 50 wall units the interaction for &/D < 0. 15. In this case pinch-offt of' a
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Fig. H - d. IsoMir photos of a xortex/rintz niosing A all interaction forU,/',, 1 1.4S w hen the rng is inos ing ass aN froni he %il i( ait.
ang-le ind oI) R1.15: Both plan and side s ies%, are shown:m tile ri ng has most of' its d\ c in thle Lipper part. ring and 55 all are mo% ing, to) the
riclit: \iiin at pair tit'lIn,- stable streaks is created. a pocket dite, miot Cbon and at %%eak hairpin M iech lfmrins doie' not pineti-oilt. there is

c denee: of a second pir of- streaks form ing

Fig. 9a-d. Same conditions as Fig. X. except that VP <) 0. 15: in this case we again obtain a pair of long stable streaks and at hairpin:
Pinch-off of a poirtion of the lift~ed hairpin dimes occumr ceitinit atess smtall mi ri me; \A, e don*( hat\ e the cconmdai\ streak pair toninmi
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portion of tilie lifIted ha irpin does occur. cea tinlL c ness 2

smnall s ortex rifle. 3J

We hasc folund that for rings mos ingc to%%ardN the wal at2
3 '. the formation wais not a function of i D). for 1) > 250. A4

-Fhe forim taken %\ as at function of L/,:long streaks and '

piockets formed for I ',/ ', < 0.35. short streaks and pockets , 31

Mi'en (0.35 <. U,/ /, < (0.45. and on]\ pockets for higher 6 A

speed ratio,,. For ring, no\ ing as a\ from the \Nill it S
lone streaks are _cenerated os er thle entire speedI ratio rane
studied,. and i) no\\ plass an importalit role. Whieii

U (5. i f 1i') is less t han 0.15 S %e Let l one- 1treaks"
and pinch-otT of at small hairpin. For O/D) 0. 15. we don't
oel pinch-off. In the range (1.55 < U,/( , <. 1, it 1), > 0.1)5 Fig. 101. The distribhution of' 1) obtained from the dia meter of'
ss e get long streaks and hairpin pinch-off, for smaller tile *\ pical eddies of' a turbulent boundars iaver Lit R,,- 1.1 76.
saIlues ofi/ S ') s has e a long stretched hairpin and pinch- 'Uperiinposed upon the streak spacing obtained for s arious size

off is not o~bser\ ed. rings. for an incidence angale of' 30 and ( Af -0 1l: the
ihIcArnes, of' the \Nall laser (in \Nalt units) is. shossn nlest to echIJ

6 S t , 1 1 " 1i/ i oi r I ' l l c i / I m ' i l li / c o i * r i lUl o l m 1 ( / d a a P o i n t

I rWn ilir1 per ,jeltis C oft al turbuIlnce prodUCtion titodel.
the streak spacing. streak lengtlh and N~;is length of thc
streak instabilit\ r latte i leet

Thle dependence of thle streak spacing in wsall units (in
the Ni/e of tile \ortes. rim-, in wall) units. for anl incidence
tiele nif 3 ,and t , I (10.31. is showsn in F-ig. It). 'Thle
thickness of thle ss all laNyer (in swall units) is shown next toi2
each data point. Thle st'reak spacing. /', is swithi n 10', of
tile rine diamecter for \N all lasNer thicknesses between 2(1

%\hi)iAl units. Resujlts, sho%% that decreasine U,11 ,, still
decrease the as erage streak spacing relati s to the ring
sizc for fised incidence and-Ies. Furthermore. increasig
the itncidence anele of' thle ortex rinu will increase the

,ieaestreak spacing, for at gisen ring size and speed
ratioi. [tluire I1I showts the dependence of' thle streak Fig. 11. I-he dependence of' the streak spacing on the Npeed )Miii
spacing on the speed rat ion and angle. lind ring, interaction angle

\Ieasuretnenlts shots, that streak lengthis greater than
x 5001 wecre obtained for mlan\ of' the interactions in

rartees %% here the streaks are stable (for rings with W) depends tupon o P). F igure I13 shots sia stabil ity mnap of thle
1t00 . streaks as, long as, 1 I.0010 were lfound)(. intecractl~, toisiir 3 C riln s. "5 e canl see that for loss rilwitcwall

hicu11.re 12 shlosss the non-dimlensionalited strearmiis speed ratios. thle ring stabilit depends primarily upon thle
is as eleneth that sets, in ats at function of o' for different relatic thiIiick ness of thle s\\all laser and the site of' the rimn,.

-/f filTe waselength is the samne oirder ats thle ring 1iir thicker s%\ill lasers nir smaller rinus. the interactions are
diameter. It deceases as, thle ring/wxall speed ratio, mire stable. F urthermore. the shallowker thle incidetice

angle, the moure stable thle interaction.
F:igcure 14 shost s the dependence of' the time to insta -

5.-Sa ii I lideralimnt. hi (it of' thle streaks which e xhibhi ted ss as y instability onl thle

stall laser thickness (both quantities non-dimnensionalited
Some additional data has been obtained, which confirms by stall laser variables) for 30 itncidence rings. Wyve can see
and extends the results of Liang ( 198),1 showing that tile that for each convection s elocits ratio, there is at value of'
boundary, betsseen stable rine wNall interactions (Types I (i' above swhich the time to instabilits becomecs muich

and l1). and unstable inter-ctiaois (Types Ill and IV) longer. Ns the ring/stall speed ratio inereases, the critical

AIL-
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thickness of the wall laver needed to increase the time to
instabilitN decreases.

'.7-" Both the rings and the streaks are more stable \%hen the
/ - .' w\all la\er is thicker. Figure 13 shows a comparison of ?he

-. stabilit, boundaries of a three degree ring mos itg toMards
, the wall. with the stability boundary of streaks formed b

those same rings. The streak stability boundar. has Len-
/ erall\ the same shape: stable rings will. in general, cor-

J.;. \respond to stable streaks, except for a small range of oI1.
-, ,The ringl stability curves and the streak stability boundars

curses for different size rings collapse when plotted this

The streak stability boundary represents the boundary
S betseen conditions that will enable a pair of long streaks

Fig. 12. The non-dimensionalized streamvise wavelength of streaks to form. For i/D below the boundary. sse hase a sers
subjected to 'a instabilities unstable situation in which tile fluid in the region around

the edd, seems to rearrange itself into the beginnings of a
streak, but the streak is not stable, and immediatels
breaks ip. For &$/D \alues abose the boundaries, a pair of
lon, streamsise streaks form. Hosever. once formed, the
streaks are susceptible to breakdo\vn as noted aboe.
\\here the time to instabilit\ is a function of angle. c,,n-
section selocits. and the instantaneous wall laser thickness

H for exarnple. Fit. 14).

6 Implications for turbulent boundan layers

B\ performing a Galilean transformation on the simula-
lion. se recMer the essential aspects of the Typival edd\
sall region interaction in a turbulent boundar, laver flos .

Fig. 13. Comparison of the "stabilits boundaries' of a three The\\ide rangeof interactions that can besimulated usingthe
degree ring musing towards the wall. and of' the stabilit' bound- \ortex ring/mring wall experiments are not all admitted
aries of the streaks those same rings create the ring stabilit, b\ the turbulent boundarv layer with equal frequenc\.
boundaries and the streak stability boundaries for different size Some are not admitted at a'll. The range of the parameters
rings collapse w*hen plotted this wa'a (angle. \aill layer thickness, convection velocity) found in

the boundary laver are limited. and in all cases the\ halse
skesed probability distributions (toswards higher \alues)
that are approximatel\ lognormal. When these distribu-
tions are used to determine the events that are most

probable. ,e begin to see what to expect.
The distribution of D' obtained from the diameter of

the Tpical eddies of a turbulent boundar, laver at R, =/ ' . . 1.176 is also shosvn in Fig. 1. superimposed upon the

streak spacing obtained for various size rings. When the
11simtulation outcomes are conditioned by the probabilities

" -of' sctales f'ound in this boundary laver, we see that the

simulation gves a most likely streak spacing of approxi-
nately 100 w-all units. This is an important quantitative
test of the quality of the simulation, for although the

7 , aerauc streak spacing is . 100. all obser\ations of
streak pairs he also shown their spacing to be approxi-
miatch, this value.

Fig. 14. The dependence of the time to instability of the streaks
on the wall laver thickness (both quantities non-dimensionalized
b, wall layer variablesl for 3' incidence rings

S - -- ~ - - -- --- A
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6.1 Impli(aion Or idrag modi/ication, the simulations which will increase the probabili t of
ha% ing stable interactions.

As we hase seen, small changes in the parameters of
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Rayleigh-Benard convection: experimental study of time-dependent instabilities *

B. Martinet and R. J. Adrian

D~ept. of Theoretical anjd A ppl ied MIechantics, in i ersi ts of' Illinois. U rbana, 11. 61 801. UiSA

Abstract. the transition fromt stead\ thermal consection to turbi- number around 10' thle\ hccotne generall\ chaofac. %mih
ten thermal convection in at hortiontal ]a " er of \Naier I Prandil smooth, broad-hand spectra having no discernible peaks. At
nlumber - .8) contained h\ a square cakit of' large aspect ratio sfiinl ag alihnmes ehp t ag t 0
(48.51 hats been Studied using laser Doppler %clocimietr '\ Power sufcetylreRlihnubsphasslrgas1
spectra of the tiori/ott xelocit\ fluctuations were mea sured inI the or l0', the buoyanicx-driven motions become fully turbulent.
Ravleigh number range from 30.000t and 99.(K). v% hircin periodic. Tilc succession of instabilities hats heen investigated c\-
quasi-periodic, and broad-band time-dependent instaibilities oe\ist. tensivelv using linear and tnon-linear stability analysis and
At Ra - leigh numbers greater thatn 32.000 a narro\& b uid spectrUmn flow, visuali/ation. Steady instabilities that have been ideriti-
emerges. The frequencs of this motion scales with ;, d2 modified b\
a Prantd t n tumbher factor for in tertmediate s.iass of tile Pran iid fled iticlude the hasic infinitesimal amplitude roll cells
number. Hcetwen I10 Ra, and 301 Ra, the frequencs ti ndergoes three lChandrasck bar 1961. Busse 1978) finite amlplitude roll cells.
ahrupt jumps w~hile increasing along an Ra , powser law A different aind hexagonal Benlard cells (Busse 1967). the zig-zag insta-
frequcncx nio0de that OCCurs_ abose 10 Ra, appears to he associated bility, of roll cells (Busse and Whitehead 19711. thle cross-roll
ws IthI fl t Ur11len COO II 1 CtI 011 instahilitvI, (Busse 1971 I. and the skewed varicose atid knot

istabilities IBtIsse and Clever 19791. Time-dependent insta-
List of svnmbols bilities include thle fundamental three-dimensional oscil-

heat capacit\ latorv motiotn of roll cells (Willis and Deardorff 1970. B~usse
I1 depth of fluid laser 197-1). timec-dependent bimodal convection ( Busse and

ekraiioa aceerto Whitehead 19741. the time-depetident knot or collective
bI eat flux\ istahilit\ (Buisse and Whitehead 1974. Clever atid Busse

k thermal conducti sit 1979), and the transient skewed varicose instability- (Clever
\11 NuISSelt number -i Al1 IT and Busse 1979). Al high Ray leigh numbers at "spoke- con-
l'r l'randtt number r \ection pattern hits also hee'n identified (C'lever and Busse
Ra riial naumer ubr I7) 1979). and at moderate Prandtl number Boltotn et al. (19861
II' temperattire diffrence across the fluid laser have identified oscillatory blob instabilities similar to those

Il thernial coefficient of expansion seen by Krishnamurti (19701. Many of these mechanisms are
1, aspect ratio - width depth reviewed by Busse (1978).
z thermometric conduicti'.t lv k ot

I kinematic siscositN The existence of one or more of these instabilities in at
densits er convection system depends in a complicated, and
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_________Chen and Whitehead (19681, Willis and Deardorff (19701.
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MEASUREMENT OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLUID DYNAMIC QUANTITIES USING A
PHOTOCHROMIC GRID TRACING TECHNIQUE

R. E. Falco and C. C. Chu

Turbulence Structure Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Eneineering, Michigan State
University

ABSTRACI 2.1 Use of a grid to tag fluid particles

A non-intrusive photochemical phenomena called To enable us to measure two components of the velocity in
photochromism is used to obtain important fluid quantities a flow usin the visualization, we must tag and follow specific
such as velocity, and vorticity over a two-dimensional domain fluid partic es. The simplest way to do this is have two lines
of a fluid flow. Using a uv laser, and a novel beam splitting intersect. That intersection defines a point in the ftow which,
and steering technique, a grid of lines is impressed in the because it is colored, we can follow. To measure a spatial
prepared fluid. Two successive pictures are needed to calculate gradient, we must simultaneously mark two points in the flow.
the fluid dynamic quantities. Measurements in a Stokes'layer To enable us to measure a spatial gradient in a prescribed
are compared against exact solutions, and measurement of the direction, we need several points and must use interpolation.
circulation of a vortex ring is presented. The technique will be Thus, creation of a grid of intersecting marked fluid lines
useful in turbulent and unsteady flows, would enable both velocities and gradients to be measured.

1. INTRODUCTION
2,2 The beam divider

There is an increasing need to obtain flow field
information over a region of flow simultaneously. Examples We sought a method of dividing a beam of laser light into
include the study of mixing in internal combustion engines, and 'n' beams where 'n' would be 5-25, using a static device. In
the understanding of the importance of coherent motions in doing so, we sought to lose as little light as possible. Thus, we
many turbulent and unsteady flows. Furthermore, there is a designed a divider that appears as an oversized blazed
need to obtain more detailed information about these and reflection grating; the steps size 'a' is approximately 2mm. The
many simpler flows, including vorticity and strain-rate incident laser energy was directed at a shallow angle to the
measurements. Existing probe techniques are at best able to plane of the grating. Becuse the facets are so much larger
provide single point estimates of these quantities in flows with than a wavelength of light, we expected to primarily see
steady mean velocities. specular reflection. The separation of the specularly reflected

portions of the beam were determined by the difference of the
Hummel and his co-workers first exploited the phenomena angle of incidence and the blaze angle, and the grating step

of photochromism' 2. Using a single line of uv radiation for width and spacing as shown in Fig. 1. A photo of the actual
excitation, he and his co-workers were able to measure one beam divider is shown in Fig. 2. It was fabricated bv
component of velocity in flows with predominately one individually fixing Aluminum coated mirrors (with the coating
direction of motion. With the advent of high power uv'lasers optimized for shallow incidence angles) to a machined base.
and new chemicals it is increasingly possible to apply the Apart from diffraction effects, no incidence laser energy would
technique to more complicated flows. We have generalized the be lost.
technique to enable it to uniquely tag specific points in the flow
on a specified grid. As a result we have a non-intrusive photo- INCIDENT BEAM REFLECTED BEAMS
optical technique which can be used to obtain two velocity
components and the spatial gradients of these components, at a
large number of points in a flow field.

2. USE OF PHOTOCHROMISM TO MEASURE FLUID o 2P
DYNAMIC OUANTITIES

The phenomena of photochromism has been defined by
Brown as "a reversible change of a single chemical species
between two states having distinguishably different absorption a
spectra, such change being induced in at least one direction by
the action of electromagnetic radiation." The chemical used in
this study was Kodak 1,3-Trimethyl-8-nitrospiro[2-H-l-
benzopyran-2,2'-indoline]. We excited it at 351nm using pulses Fig. i. The specular reflection from the beam divider.
of 20ns produced by a Tachisto Excimer laser running on XeF
(approximately 100mj output). Dissolved in the working fluid, As expected, however, diffraction effects were exhibited.
which was kerosene, we found that the chemical, thus excited, A photo of the output of the beam divider using a Helium
reflected blue light for the order of tens of seconds. Thus, the Neon laser is shown in Fig. 3. We see the specularlv reflected
fluid was tagged long enough for it to move appreciably. In beams, and the superimposed diffraction pattern. The
practice, for the velocities of our experiments, we needed to diffraction bands are spaced as expected from the grating
follow the lines only a fraction of a second to obtain the equation4 . The appearance of the first and higher order bands
information required. are a source of 'noise' in the present grid making scheme.

When experiments were performed with the Excimer laser at
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351 nrm, the diffraction pattern was, for reasons we do not
understand, not observed. If it was present, results showed that + ,-,at w as too )w eak to excite the p hotochro m ic chem ical (see F ig. . +-+ \ '' +, -+.

*r

Fig. 2. The beam divider- ,

(a)

I MM

Fig. 3. A photo of the output of the beam divider.

Fig. 4 shows a sketch of the optical set-up for making the
grid shown in Fig. 5a. Note that the lines in Fig. 5a remain
uniform and show little divergence. The mesh size is the order
of lmm. The two photos in Fig. 5 are 0.4 seconds apart, taken
by a still camera with a motor drive. From the distortion of the
grid in Fig. 5b with respect to that in Fig. 5a, (one laser pulse,
two photos At apart) we can calculate all the kinematic
quantities of the flow in the plane of the film. (Note, that in
practice we would not use a second image which has distorted
as much as Fig. 5b, but we present it to illustrate the ideas
involved.)

BEAM
MIRROR SPLITTER

EXCI MER
• ' 'L A S E R

•- CONVEX LENS -''-

(b)
Fig. 5. An example of the grid. a) shortly after the laser pulse.BEAM DIVIDER b) .4sec later.

2.3 Algorithms to obtain fluid dynamic quantities

For convenience, we pick up one 'grid box' in Fig. 5a
which, if the mesh size is small enough, can be thought of as a
text book fluid 'particle' in flow at time t = 0. This fluid
particle is shown using solid lines in Fig. 6a. As this particle
moves with the flow, it may undergo several motions such as

-TEST AREA translation, rotation and deformation. The dashed lines in Fig.
6b show the same fluid particle after a short time interval, At.
Because we know the history of this specific fluid particle, we
can compute the velocity of each corner by taking the timeFig. 4. The optical setup used to produce a grid of laser lines, derivative of displacement ds associated with each point, that
is, ds/&t. The deduction procedures are shown in Fig. 6b.
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Note that V is designated as the velocity at point 1 which is To obtain velocity gradients, vorticity, and strain rates
thenpositioned at the midpoint between point 1' and point I". from the velocities, we must difference across the distance of a
Fig. 7 shows the velocity vectors deduced from Fig. 6. Actually, grid box. Thus, for a given flow the grid must be small enough
a fluid particle moving in a general three-dimensional flow to resolve the smallest scales of motion.
field may have motions about all three coordinate axes,
however, we limit the discussion to the projection of this An alternative method can be used if we are only
motion onto the plane of the photos which is parallel to the interested in the vorticity. Using the definition of the
initial plane of the grid. circulation r,

1 r - fV.ds (1)

4' 1' I and Gauss' theorem to relate the surface integral to an area
| I integral,I Y

Sr= fu,.ndA

|we can obtain the vorticity component normal to the film

plane, wz, from a grid box of arbitrary shape, with
circumference C and area A.

- -- ' The velocity component V.ds in Eq. (1) is estimated by

3' -L-- - 2' forming the average of the corner velocity components (see
Fig. 7). Dividing r by the area of the fluid particle results in
the average vorticity at the centroid of this fluid particle. This

(a) technique has the advantages of avoiding a second differencing
of the experimental data.

Thus, by following the distortions of a single grid box we
can obtain the velocities, circulation, vorticity and even the
Reynolds stresses and strain rates if desired, over that small

X" y") area. By doing this for the other grid mesh points, we can
obtain the important fluid dynamic quantities at many
locations over a two-dimensional field in a fluid flow

- X1+ X1  Y1 + Y simultaneously.
- 1 - 7 2) 2.4 Error analysis

Consider the grid box in Fig. 6. We will assume that the
1' (X , y 1) grid mesh is spaced E and that a worse case line movement

betweer images is 1/2 the mesh width. After time At standard
(b) analysis shows that the error in estimating the vorticity wz is

Fig. 6. Procedure for conversion of the displacenent of a grid ,,z 
= (1/6t)(6e/,)

box to velocities.
to first order in .

V4 _ CX C As an example of the designed accuracy of our

- -" -- experiments, if we produce 100om lines on a grid mesh of 1mm.
4I and our error in reading the center of the lines is 10%, we

obtain 6/l = .01. For At = .01sec, the error in the
measurement of vorticity is 1/sec. This is better than has been
possible with hot-wire probes, and is comparable with the most
sophisticated single point laser doppler measurements.

A 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two experiments were performed to demonstrate the
technique. Both used deodorized kerosene with 10 ppm of the
photochromic chemical dissolved in it. The data were recorded

V on Kodak Tmax 400 ASA film through a Photo-Sonics 35mm
3 high speed movie camera, framing between 150 and 200 frames

- 2 per second. The films were analyzed on a NEC film analyzer
3 which is accurate to .05mm.

Fig. 7. Decomposition of the velocities used to calculate the
circulation around a grid box.
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3.1 Stokes' layer flow 10aO- x : av/ay
We can test the accuracy of the technique in a flow for

which an exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is :
obtainable. The flow is that of an impulsively started infinite - exact solution
plate in an initially still infinite ambient. The problem involves
the two-dimensional diffusion of vorticity generated at the 2.0
plate into the ambient. The thickness of the boundary layer, 6,
is a function of the kinematic viscosity, v, and the time after the 'd
start of the plate's motion. We have approximated this motion C4

using a belt in a tank which can be rapidly started. Fig. 8 shows 1
the experimental setup. The width of the belt is 17.8 cm, and ,
the distance between the rollers is 152.4 cm, with the test P 1. 0
position 90 cm downstream of the lead roller. All experimental
data was obtained before the leading edge effects reached the
test position. Furthermore, the aspect ratio is sufficient to
prevent the disturbances generated in the corners from
reaching the center of the belt at the test section in the test
time interval. Therefore, the wall layer flow measured was two- 0.0
dimensional. The speed of the belt was adjustable from 2.5 to ... .... .... .
22.9 cm/sec. It reaches a constant speed within a second. This or 1.0 0/ 0
short acceleration reasonably approximates an impulsive start. Uo'y or ov/ay X 6/Uw
A grid mesh size of .156 was used, with the laser lines

intersecting as in Fig. 8. Fig. 9. Experimental measurements of the velocity gradient in
a ookes' ayer compared with the theoretical solution. A check
of the continuity equation av/ay = 0 is also shown.

DC The experimental setup used to generate the vortex ring is
.. shown in Fig. 10. A small amount of fluid from a constant head

reservoir was emitted from a 1.9 cm orifice to create the rings.
A solenoid valve whose opening time could be adjusted
controlled the outflow. The kerosene in the reservoir was dyed

Y with chlorophyll to partially mark the ring. The convection
velocity of the rings was measured to be 3.8 cm/sec at the test

-ELT section which is located 7.6 cm downstream of the orifice. The
x Reynolds number of the ring is approximately 700, based on

+ the ring's core diameter and its convection velocity. The flow is
axisymmetric, so that we only needed to align our grid through
an axis of symmetry and measure the flow in half of the ring to
measure its circulation.

Fig. 8. Setup used to create and measure the Stokes' layer flow.

Results of the velocity gradient obtained from double DYE -
differentiation in the Stokes layer are shown in Fig. 9, where RESERVOIR
they are compared with the exact solution. Everything is non-
dimensionalized by the similarity variables of the exact SO 'OD
solution. Because the flow is two-dimensional, incompressible, VALVE
and doesn't change with the streamwise coordinate, x, the
continuity equation reduces to av/ay = 0, and a check on this is
also shown in Fig. 9 (v is the velocity component normal to the
wall, and y is the coordinate normal to the wall). We see that
both the error in the estimates of the continuity equation, and 'W AF
in the velocity gradient distribution are of similar magnitude.
The absolute value of the error is ±2/sec, consistent with the
design error analysis. The deviation of the experimental profile
in the near wall region is a consequence of the grid mesh being OR I F I CE
too large to adequately resolve the large value of the gradient
au/ay. On the whole the results are very encouraging.

3.2 Vortex ring flow Fig. 10. Setup used to create and measure the circulation of a
vortex ring.

The real value of the technique is its ability to measure

flows that are not measurable, analytically solvable or The instantaneous circulation distribution of the ring is
numerically calculable. The vortex ring is a common place shown in Fig. 11. Although no solution exists for the
example. It represents a class of flow fields that are of experimentally created ring, we show a comparison with Hill's7

particular importance in turbulent and unsteady flows, exact solution for a ring in which the vorticity occupies a
sphere. The core of our ring is smaller than that of the
hypothetical Hill's ring, the overall shape is an oblate spheroid,
Pnd it is unlikely that the vorticity distribution is similar, but, as
the data shows, the circulation of the ring (Reynolds number =
700) is not very different.
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1.2 "5. CONCLUSIONSt Hill's spherical vortex
o current measurement A new technique for obtaining velocity, and velocitygradient data over a two-dimensional domain of a fluid flow is

presented. Calibration depends only upon a time and a length
scale. Comparison of measurements with the exact solution in

0.8- r a Stokes' flow indicates that its accuracy can be predicted by
classical analysis, and is comparable or better than that

J_ achievable with the best single point probe techniques. The
- - - o circulation of a vortex ring has been measured.
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Since the photochromic grid following technique requires
only a single pulse of uv light to create the grid in a suitably
mixed solution, the technique can be used in many labs which
possess single pulse or low pulse rate lasers.

Current limitations include to need to work in organic
liquids, required to dissolve the chemicals, and available
penetration of the laser beam into the fluid. This problem,
addressed in Ref. 2 is a function of both the laser power and
the chemical concentration. It can be alleviated somewhat by
scanning the laser beam across the 'steps' in the beam divider,
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the chemical concentration reduced to enable laser
penetration further into the fluid.
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